
New from
Sovereignty
Organized Hypocrisy

Stephen D. Krasner
The acceptance of human

rights and minority rights, the
increasing role of internation-
al financial institutions, and
globalization have led many
observers to question the con-
tinued viability of the sover-
eign state. Here Stephen
Krasner contends that states
have never been as sovereign
as some have supposed.

Organized hypocrisy—the
presence of longstanding
norms that are frequently vio-
lated—has been an enduring
attribute of international rela-
tions. Differences in national
power and interests, Krasner
concludes, continue to be the
most powerful explanation for
the behavior of states.
Paper $16.95 ISBN 0-691-00711-X
Cloth $49.50 ISBN 0-691-00702-0
Due September

Is Multiculturalism
Bad for Women?
Susan Moller Okin
Edited by Joshua Cohen,
Matthew Howard, and
Martha C. Nussbaum

Polygamy, forced marriage,
unequal rights of ownership and
political participation, unequal
vulnerability to violence. Do
demands for multiculturalism
make such practices more likely to
continue and to spread to liberal
democracies? Are there fundamen-
tal conflicts between our commit-
ment to gender equity and our
desire to respect the customs of
minority cultures or religions?

In this book, Susan Moller Okin
and fifteen of the world's leading
thinkers about feminism and mul-
ticulturalism explore these ques-
tions in a provocative and illumi-
nating debate.
Paper $12.95 ISBN 0-691-00432-3
Cloth $29.95 ISBN 0-691-00431-5
Due September

In the Shadow
of Power
States and Strategies in
International Politics
Robert Powell

Robert Powell argues per-
suasively and elegantly for the
usefulness of formal models in
studying international conflict
and for the necessity of greater
dialogue between modeling
and empirical analysis. Powell
shows that many widely made
arguments about the way
states act under threat do not
hold when subjected to the
rigors of modeling. In doing
so, he provides a more secure
foundation for the future of
international relations theory.
Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-691-00457-9
Cloth $55.00 ISBN 0-691-00456-0
Due September

Strategic Choice
and International
Relations
Edited by David A. Lake
and Robert Powell

The strategic-choice approach
has a long pedigree in international
relations. In an area often rent by
competing methodologies, editors
David A. Lake and Robert Powell
take the best of accepted and con-
tested knowledge among many
theories. With the contributors to
this volume, they offer a unifying
perspective.

Their work is an invaluable
introduction for all scholars and
students of international relations.
Paper $16.95 ISBN 0-691-02697-1
Cloth $49.50 ISBN0-691-02698-X
Due September

Princeton University Press
AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR CALL 800-777-4726 • WWW.PUP.PRINCETON.EDU
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New from Princeton

Our Lives

Befor

thcL

Our Lives
Before the Law
Constructing a Feminist
Jurisprudence

Judith A. Baer

According to Judith Baer,
feminist legal scholarship
today does not effectively
address the harsh realities of
women's lives. The traditional
feminist approach has led to
endless debates about such
abstract matters as character
differences between men and
women, and has failed to deal
sufficiently with concrete
problems with the legal sys-
tem. In Our Lives Before the
Law, Baer presents the frame-
work for a new feminist
jurisprudence—one that
would return feminism to rel-
evance.
Paper $18.95 ISBN 0-691-01945-2
Cloth $55.00 ISBN 0-691-03316-1

as

The Spectacle
of U.S. Senate
Campaigns
Kim Fridkin Kahn and
Patrick J. Kenney

This book offers a bold,
comprehensive look at how
campaigns actually work.
Examining contested U.S.
Senate races between 1988
and 1992, Kim Kahn and
Patrick Kenney explore the
details of the candidates'
strategies and messages, the
content, tone, and bias of the
media coverage, and the atti-
tudes and behaviors of poten-
tial voters.

Campaigns, the authors
argue, are essential in the
political process.
Paper $18.95 ISBN 0-691-00505-2
Cloth $57.50 ISBN 0-691-00504-4

Frank I.
MICIIKIMM

BRENNAN AND
DEMOCRACY

Brennan and
Democracy
Frank I. Michelman

Here Frank Michelman
explores the apparently conflict-
ing commitments of a democratic
governmental system, where key
aspects of important social issues
are settled not by a legislative vote
but by the decisions of unelected
judges.

Should we embrace the values
of democracy together with con-
stitutionalism, judicial supervi-
sion, and the rule of law? To
answer this question, Michelman
calls into service the judicial
career of Supreme Court Justice
William Brennan and suggests
how the Justice might have
understood the judiciary's role in
the simultaneous promotion of
both democratic and constitu-
tional government.
Cloth $24.95 ISBN 0-691-00715-2

m

The Populist
Paradox
Interest Group Influence and
the Promise of Direct
Legislation
Elisabeth R. Gerber

Do small but wealthy interest
groups influence referendums,
ballot initiatives, and other forms
of direct legislation at the expense
of the broader public interest? In
this first systematic study of how
money and interest group power
actually affect direct legislation,
Elisabeth Gerber reveals that big
spending does not necessarily
mean big influence at the ballot
box.

Clearly written and argued,
this is a major contribution to our
understanding of the role of citi-
zens and organized interests in
the American legislative process.
Paper $17.95 ISBN 0-691-00267-3
Cloth $45.00 ISBN 0-691-00266-5
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New from Princeton
.rllir. B H-J15 • - icb 'rC II il

The COLOR of
SCHOOL REFORM

Race. Politics, anil
the Challenge of Urban Education

The Color of
School Reform
Race, Politics, and the
Challenge of Urban Education
Jeffrey R. Henig,
Richard C. Hula,
Marion Orr, and
Desiree S. Pedescleaux

Why is it so difficult to imple-
ment fundamental educational
reform in large city schools? How
does the politics of race compli-
cate the challenge?

Here a group of political sci-
entists examines education
reform in Atlanta, Baltimore,
Detroit, and Washington, D.C.,
where local governmental
authority has passed from white
to black leaders. The authors
show that black administrative
control of big-city school systems
has not translated into broad
improvements in the quality of
public education.
Cloth $35.00 ISBN 0-691-01634-8
Due September

Diversity and Its
Discontents
Cultural Conflict and Common
Ground in Contemporary
American Society
Edited by Neil J. Smelser
and Jeffrey C. Alexander

Never before has the legitima-
cy of a dominant American culture
been so hotly contested as over
the past two decades. Does any
social solidarity exist among
Americans?

In Diversity and Its
Discontents, a group of leading
sociologists, political theorists,
and social historians seeks to
answer this question. Together
they bring empirical evidence,
theoretical sophistication, and
tempered judgment to this cultur-
al episode.
Paper $ 18.95 ISBN 0-691 -00437-4
Cloth $55.00 ISBN 0-691-00436-6

Reproducing
the State
Jacqueline Stevens

People are said to acquire
their affiliations of ethnicity, race,
and sex at birth. These affilia-
tions have long been understood
to be natural, independent of the
ability of political societies to
define who we are. Reproducing
the State vigorously challenges
this view.

Jacqueline Stevens examines
birth-based theories of member-
ship and group affiliations in
political societies ranging from
the Athenian polis, to tribes of
Australia, to the French republic,
to the contemporary U.S. She
details how political societies
determine the kinship rules that
are used to reproduce political
societies.
Paper $18.95 ISBN 0-691-01714-X
Cloth $49.50 ISBN 0-691-01713-1

DEBATING
WAR and
PEACE

Intervention

Debating War
and Peace
Media Coverage of U.S.
Intervention in the Post-
Vietnam Era
Jonathan Mermin

The First Amendment allows
American journalists to present
critical perspectives on govern-
ment actions, but they rarely criti-
cize U.S. military interventions. In
fact, as Jonathan Mermin demon-
strates, for the past two decades
journalists have let the govern-
ment set the terms of military pol-
icy debate in the news.

Mermin argues that a
Washington consensus doesn't jus-
tify silencing criticism and he
shows how the press can increase
and exercise its independence.
Paper $14.95 ISBN 0-691-00534-6
Cloth $45.00 ISBN 0-691-00533-8

Princeton University Press
AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR CALL 800-777-4726 • WWW.PUP.PRINCETON.EDU
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New in Paperback
Winner of the APSA
Urban Politics Research
Section's Award for the
Best Book Published in
1997

Morning Glories
Municipal Reform in the
Southwest

Amy Bridges
"What makes Morning

Glories a compelling account is
the sophistication of the politi-
cal understanding that guides
it. . . . Morning Glories is a
major contribution to the
fields of urban politics and
urban political history and a
model of how to do a sophisti-
cated analysis of urban politi-
cal development."
—Clarence N. Stone, Political
Science Quarterly
Princeton Studies in American Politics
Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-691-01009-9
Due September

With a new preface

Many Are the
Crimes
McCarthyism in America

Ellen Schrecker
The McCarthy era was the most

widespread episode of political
repression in the history of the
United States. Now Ellen Schrecker
gives us the first complete post-
Cold War account of McCarthyism.
Many Are the Crimes is a history of
an era whose echoes are still with
us today.

"If the national memory is ever
to reach closure on this tragic
episode, Schrecker's analysis is a
significant and compelling contri-
bution."—William J. Preston, Jr.,
Los Angeles Times
Paper $17.95 ISBN 0-691-04870-3
Due September

7 / % Mir?

FflAMBSf
)GL

Faithful and
Fearless
Moving Feminist Protest
inside the Church and
Military

Mary Fainsod
Katzenstein

Drawing on interviews
with over 100 women in the
military and the church—
including senior officers, com-
bat pilots, lay activists, and
nuns—this book gives voice to
their struggles and vision.

"The feelings of the many
women Katzenstein inter-
viewed come through loud
and clear, giving an insightful
glimpse into how they view
their predicaments."
—Publishers Weekly
Princeton Studies in American Politics

Paper $17.95 ISBN 0-691-01008-0

II

W I U J M 1 KELLER

The Myth of
the Global
Corporation
Paul N. Doremus,
William W.Keller,
Louis W. Pauly, and
Simon Reich

"This is an important contribu-
tion to scholarship on the multina-
tional firm and the subject of inter-
national political economy."
—Robert Gilpin, Princeton
University

"This is a timely and brave
book.... When it comes to corpo-
rate behavior, the authors show
convincingly that nationality is
destiny."—Bruce Kogut,
Harvard Business Review
Paper $16.95 ISBN 0-691-01007-2
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Alan Wertheimer

Exploitation
Alan Wertheimer

In this book, Alan
Wertheimer seeks to identify
when a transaction or relation-
ship can be properly regarded
as exploitative—and not
oppressive, manipulative, or
morally deficient in some other
way—and explores the moral
weight of taking unfair advan-
tage.

"Wertheimer's book is a
careful and exhaustive analysis
of exploitation.... [N]o one
interested in the topic will be
able to ignore this classic
work."—Joan L. McGregor,
Philosophy in Review
Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-691-01947-9

From Wealth
to Power
The Unusual Origins of America's
World Role
Fareed Zakaria

What turns rich nations into
great powers? How do wealthy
countries begin extending their
influence abroad? Fareed Zakaria
seeks to answer these questions by
examining the most puzzling case
of a rising power in modem histo-
ry—that of the United States.

"Mr. Zakaria persuasively illus-
trates [his] argument by examining
America's emergence as a great
power.... [C]oncise and insightful."
—Aaron L. Friedberg,
The Wall Street Journal
Princeton Studies in International History and
Politics
Paper $15.95 ISBN 0-691-01035-8

* ^ 7

firucs Weslern
** V/;vj§

•iiiuJftlamf

Between Class
and Market
Postwar Unionization in the
Capitalist Democracies
Bruce Western

"Between Class and Market
is a stunning achievement....
[A] sophisticated and com-
pelling analysis that is a must
read for students of labor
movements and for all scholars
committed to developing com-
parative research methods."
—Margaret Levi, University of
Washington

"This is a 'must read' for all
social scientists seriously inter-
ested in labor unions and the
operation of labor markets
generally."
—Henry Farber, Princeton
University
Paper $17.95 ISBN 0-691-01033-1
Due September

The Paradox of
Representation
Racial Gerrymandering and
Minority Interests in Congress
David Lublin

" [The Paradox of Representation]
is one of the best works on the topic
of race and representation in
Congress.... This objective analysis
is exactly what is needed to help
inform the policy debate."
—David T. Canon, University of
Wisconsin-Madison

"A soundly reasoned and per-
suasively argued analysis of a press-
ing contemporary issue."—Choice
Paper $15.95 ISBN 0-691-01010-2

Princeton University Press
AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR CALL 800-777-4726 • WWW.PUP.PRINCETON.EDU
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BASIC BOOKS
A Member of Hie Perseus Books Group

A CENTURY'S JOURNEY
How THE GREAT POWERS SHAPE THE WORUJ
ed i t ed b y Robert A* Pastor
uBy surveying the foreign policies of the seven great powers
in the twentieth century, A Century's Joutneyprovides a

SamNunn
former cluawraaft, U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee

"Readers of this hook witl conclude that wbik we live in a
globalized world, states will define the rules?

James A. Baker III
former Secretary of State

400 pogef $32.50 cto*

THE END OF UTOPIA
POLfTKS AND CULTURE IN AN AGE OF APATHY

Russell Jacoby

coeur against the tomphctncy,
hypocrisy, and mendacity of
those intellectuals who value
tenure more than truth."

Johns Patrick Diggins
• " "tfaxmber

sin its
criticism of intellectuals on alt

im,
and in the end suffused with a.
profoundly human sensibility."

2S6 pog»$

H i I COMING OF POST
INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
A HEW EDITION WITH A New
INTRODUCTION S? THE AUTHOR

Daniel Sell
% quarPer-cmtury agot Dan BeS was prescient when he
published his classic on past~industrial society. With this
brilliant new introduction he remains ahead in linking his
past insights to the new information age."

Joseph S.Nye, Jr.
Deaa of the JCesnedy School of Government,

Harvard University (1999)
616 page* • $17.56 paper

THE LIMITS OF PRIVACY
Amitai Etzlont
"Btziord offers a thoughtful
framework for weighing
privacy claims in a high-

literature, whether or net

conclusions as he does in
specific settings*

AlanF.Westin
author of Privacy and Freedom

THE RISE OF THE VIRTUAL STATE
WEALTH AND POWER IN THE COMING CENTURY

Richard Rosecrancc
"Anyone teaching contemporary international relations
... needs to deal with exactly the arguments that
Rosecrance is proposing."

John Mueller
University of Rochester

"Rosecrance breaks new ground in explaining how
national security, politics, economics and social policy
will be affected by the changing world economy.
Essential reading if you want to understand what tht
early twenty'first century will be all about?

256 j»g*j» 125.00 do*

BASIC BOOKS
Academic Orders:

5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: 303-444-3541 • Fax: 303-449-3356

Toll-free, call 1-80O-386-5656
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L Y N N E R I E N N E R P U B L I S H E R S
4TH EDITION!

Global Politics in the
Human Interest
Mel Gurtov • pb $22

The Second Nuclear Age
Colin S. Gray,
With a foreword by Keith B. Payne • he $45

Security, Strategy,
and Critical Theory
Richard Wyn Jones * he $49-95

Recent additions to
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WORLD POUTICS SERIES

edited by R.BJ. Walker

Global Communication and
World Politics: Domination,
Development, and Discourse
Majid Tebranian
he $49.95 • pb $19.95

Totalitarian and
Authoritarian Regimes
JuanJ. Linz
February 2000 • he $55 • pb $22

The New International Studies Classroom:
Active Teaching, Active Learning
edited by Jeffrey S. Lantis, Lynn M. Kuztna, and John Boebrer
March 2000 • he $.55 • pb $26.95

Women, Culture, and
International Relations

edited by Viviennejabri and Eleanor O'Gorman
he $49.95

Poststructuralism and International
Relations: Bringing the Political Back In

Jenny Edkins • he $49.95

Sovereignty and Subjectivity
edited by Jenny Edkins, Nalini Persram, and

Veronique Pin-Fat • he $49.95

Navigating Modernity: Postcolonialism,
Identity, and International Relations

Albert J. Paolini • he $52

2ND EDITION!

Ever Closer Union:
An Introduction to European Integration
Desmond Dinan • pb $23-50

Islam in Contemporary Egypt:
Civil Society vs. the State
Denis J. Sullivan and Sana Abed-Kotob
he $49.95 • pb $19.95

State, Conflict, and Democracy
in Africa
edited by Richard Joseph • pb $22.50

Anatomy of a Failed Embargo:
U. S. Sanctions Against Cuba
Donna Rich Kaplowitz • he $49.95

CONTEMPORARY
REGULATORY

POLICY

EXPLORATIONS IN
PUBLIC POLICY SERIES

edited by
James J. Gosling

Contemporary
Regulatory Policy

Marc Allen Eisner, Jeff Worsham,
and EvanJ. Ringquist

October 7999 • he $59.95 • pb $22.50

Amtrak:
The History and Politics of a National Railroad

David a Nice • he $39.95

In the Cross Fire: A Political History of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

William J. Vizzard • he $49-95

The Making of Telecommunications Policy
Dick W. Olufs HI • he $49.95

The Evolution of Public Policy:
Cars and the Environment
Toni Marzotto, Vicky Moshier Burnor, and Gordon Scott

Bonham October 1999 • he $ 55 * pb $19.95

The Presidents' Wives:
Reassessing the Office of First Lady
Robert P. Watson • October 1999 • he $55

The Spiral of Capitalism and
Socialism: Toward Global Democracy
Terry Boswell and Christopher Chase-Dunn
November 1999 * he $55 • pb $23.50

I N G 1 5 Y E A R S O F I N D f P F N D F N T
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Now available in the
Helen Kellogg Institute for
International Studies Series

COUNTERPOINTS
Selected Essays on Authoritarianism and
Democratization
Guillermo O'Donnell

In the first part of Counterpoints, Guillermo O'Donnell studies
the social and political alliances that have shaped Argentina's history,
and focuses on the tensions and weaknesses of bureaucratic-
authoritarianism. In the final chapters, O'Donnell turns his attention to
a critical examination of contemporary processes of democratization.
Some of the texts included in this book were previously unavailable in
English.

0-268-00837-X • $40.00 cl 0-268-00838-8 • $18.00 pa

THE (UN)RULE OF LAW AND THE UNDERPRIVILEGED
IN LATIN AMERICA
Edited by Juan E. Mendez, Guillermo O'Donnell,
& Paulo Sergio Pinheiro

"[A]n excellent compilation of work by today's foremost scholars
and activists in human rights in Latin America. These authors offer a
thoughtful account of some of the most pressing problems in the
region . . . and provide a compelling debate on how to improve the
promotion of human rights in the hemisphere."—Jose Miguel
Vivanco, Executive Director, Americas Division, Human Rights
Watch

0-268-04301-9 • $48.00 cl 0-268-04302-7 • $28.00 pa

POVERTY AND INEQUALITY IN LATIN AMERICA
Issues and New Challenges
Edited by Vfctor E. Tokman & Guillermo O'Donnell

"This is a unique collection of essays on poverty and inequality
in Latin America in that it addresses these issues from a variety of
disciplinary angles, including economics, demography, political
science, sociology, education, and social welfare . . . these essays will
provide important guidelines for all those concerned with improving
social conditions in Latin America."—Alain de Janvry, University of
California at Berkeley

0-268-03824-4 • $40.00 cl

Available at bookstores, or order from:

CHICAGO DISTRIBUTION CENTER
11030 SOUTH LANGLEY AVENUE, CHICAGO, IL 60628

TEL: 77J-568-1550 * FAX: 800-621-8476

Visit us on the web at http://www.undpress.nd.edu

" Behemoth\s\m\y a
major achievement...
the best social science
has offered in recent

O H —VladimirTismaneanu,
professor of government and politics,

_. University of Maryland

"Behemoth is a remark-
able undertaking; an
ambitious and profound
exploration of major cur-
rents of Western social-
political thought and
their relationship to one
another."

—Paul Hollander,
professor of sociology,

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst

"Horowitz's aim is to delineate the canon of political
sociology, the heart of which is the theory of the
relationship between the twin and swelling
behemoths: state and society, and he succeeds bril-
liantly." —Joseph Lopreato,

professor of sociology, University of Texas

"Arguably Irving Louis Horowitz's masterpiece....a
classic of sociological and philosophical reflection;
one that combines wisdom and moderation in a
manner inspired by its heroes, Montesquieu,
Tocqueville and Weber." —Daniel J. Mahoney,

associate professor of political science, Assumption College
1 -56000-410-X (cloth) $59.95 / £46.95 1999 470 pp.

0-7658-0627-4 (paper) $29.95/£19.95

Online Orders Receive 25% Discount*
www.transactionpub.com

'individual credit card orders only

transaction
RUTGERS—THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY, DEPT. 9917

35 BERRUE CIRCLE. PISCATAWAY, NEW JERSEY 08854
IN THE UK—3 HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, LONDON WC2E BLU

TEL: +44 (0)20 7 240 0856 OR FAX: +44 (0)20 7 379 0609
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The Supreme Court in
American Politics
New Institutionalist

Interpretations

Edited by Howard Gillman and
Cornell Clayton

"A penetrating exploration of the 'new

institutionalism' that expands our

understanding of the Supreme Court

in its larger political and social

contexts." ~ TINSLEY E. YARBROUGH,

author of Judicial Enigma. "Thoughtful

and engaging." ~ SUE DAVIS, author of

Justice Rehnquist and the Constitution.

320 pages. $40.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

Republican Empire
Alexander Hamilton on

War and Free Government

Karl-Friedrich Walling

"Absolutely brilliant. Walling convincingly

challenges the conventional under-

standing of Hamilton as a Machiavel-

lian statesman with little or no concern

for public virtue in citizens and states-

men. His development of the vigilance

vs. responsibility theme is perceptive

and balanced." ~ FORREST MCDONALD,

author of Novus Ordo Seclorum.

368 pages. $40.00

Controlling Public
Education
Localism Versus Equity

Kathryn A. McDermott

"A fine and important book with great

virtues. Most of the previous studies

are twenty or more years old, and

during that time, school politics has

changed in significant ways.

McDermott's recommendations are

thoughtful, well-grounded, and

constructive." ~ JENNIFER L.

HOCHSCHILD, author of Facing Up

to the American Dream.

200 pages. $40.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

The Presidency of
Richard Nixon
Melvin Small

"This book is comprehensive without

being overwhelming, balanced in its

judgments (no mean feat when

dealing with Nixon), and a pleasure to

read. Recommended without

reservation." ~ STEPHEN E. AMBROSE,

author of Nixon. "In one masterful

volume, Small surveys every

important facet of the Nixon

presidency. It's certain to set the

standard on this subject for years."

~ ALLEN J. MATUSOW, author Of

Nixon's Economy.

424 pages. $29.95

Available at bookstores or from

the press

VISA and MasterCard accepted

Phone (785) 864-4155

Fax (785) 864-4586

Constitutional
Interpretation
Textual Meaning,

Original Intent, and Judicial
Review

Keith E. Whittington

"A remarkable achievement. One of

the most sophisticated and powerful

defenses of original jurisprudence I

have read." ~ ROGERS M. SMITH,

author of Civic Ideals. "I have never

seen a book that better melds

political theory, constitutional

theory, and the Founding period."

~ RONALD KAHN, author of The

Supreme Court and Constitutional

Theory, 1953-1993.

320 pages. $39.95

New in Paperback

The President as Leader
Appealing to the Better Angels

of Our Nature

Erwin C. Hargrove

240 pages. $29.95 cloth, $15.95 paper

Winner of the

Ellis W. Hawley Prize

From Opportunity to
Entitlement
The Transformation and Decline of

Great Society Liberalism

Gareth Davies

336 pages. $35.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

A Culture of Secrecy
The Government

Versus the People's Right

to Know

Edited by Athan G. Theoharis

256 pages. $29.95 cloth, $15.95 paper

University Press of Kansas
2501 West 15th Street • Lawrence KS 66049
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sign up for our mailing lists

Would you like to be informed when a
major addition or significant announce-
ment has been placed on our website,
www.apsanet.org? Or about important
developments in Washington concern-
ing funding for the humanities and
social science and other developments
affecting political science? If so, check
here and fill out the form below or send
an email to apsa@apsanet.org.

please sign me up for alerts on:

web updates

funding for the
humanities

funding for social
science

developments affecting
political science

please print:

name

institution.

email.

Send this form to: APSA Alerts,
1527 New Hampshire
Ave NW, Washington, ^
DC 20036-1206, or
you can email the
information to
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GEORGETOWN

CONTROLLING
TECHNOCRACY

Citizen Rationality
and the NIMBY Syndrome

Gregory E. McAvoy
Explores the role of citizen opinion, the

tension between democracy and

technocracy, and the link between

public opinion and policy.

American Governance
and Public Policy Series
160 pp., October 1999

ISBN 0-87840-740-5, cloth, $55.00
ISBN 0-87840-741-3, paper, $18.95

TAKING LANGUAGE
SERIOUSLY

Tfte Narrative Foundations of
Public Administration Research

jay D. White
192 pp., November 1999

ISBN 0-87840-750-2, cloth, $65.00

ETHICS IN THE
PUBLIC SERVICE

The Moral Mind at Work
Charles Garofalo and Dean Geuras

In the series, Text andTeaching/Politics, Policy, Administration
192 pp., October 1999

ISBN 0-87840-736-7, cloth, $55.00
ISBN 0-87840-737-5, paper, $19.95

THE POLITICS OF
AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE REFORM
Ideas, Institutions, and Public Policy in North America

Edward L. Lascher, Jr.
American Governance and Public Policy Series

160 pp., August 1999
ISBN 0-87840-739-1, cloth, $65.00

THE
PRIVATIZATION
OF POLICING
Two Views
Brian Forst and Peter K. Manning
"Forst and Manning treat this issue
with insight and intellect, and have
provided mandatory reading for
both officials and academicians."

—JAMES J. FYFE, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Controversies in Public Policy series
176 pp., August 1999
ISBN 0-87840-734-0, cloth, $45.00
ISBN 0-87840-735-9, paper, $1 7.95

PUBLIC BUDGETING
IN THE UNITED
STATES
The Cultural
and Ideological Setting
Steven G. Koven
In the series, Text and Teaching/Politics,
Policy, Administration
192 pp., November 1999
ISBN 0-87840-738-3, cloth, $55.00
ISBN 0-87840-752-9, paper, $19.95

NATIONAL POLITICS
IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY
The Domestic Sources of U.S. Trade Policy
Philip A. Mundo
Essential Texts in American Government
288 pp., November 1999
ISBN 0-87840-743-x, cloth, $65.00
ISBN 0-87840-744-8, paper, $22.95

New in Paperback—

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
SPECIAL-PURPOSE GOVERNMENT
Kathryn A. Foster
"Combines sophisticated thinking with newly unearthed facts
about the real world.. —HAROLD HENDERSON, PLANNING

American Governance and Public Policy series
276 pp., July 1999
ISBN 0-87840-753-7, paper, $22.95

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PRESS
P.O. Box 4866, Hampdcn Station, Baltimore, MD 21211-0866

Phone: 800-246-9606 or 410-516-6995 Fax: 410-516-6998

www.j»eorj»e: town, edu/publicat ions/gup
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The Best
German Unification and the
Union of Europe
The Domestic Politics of Integration Policy
Jeffrey Anderson
German Unification and the Union of Europe explores the effects
of Germany's unification in 1990 on its policies toward the Euro-
pean Union. Jeffrey Anderson examines the interplay between the
domestic politics of unification and the supranational politics of
integration, attempting to explain the complex pattern of continu-
ity and change in Germany's policies toward Europe. The book
utilizes leading theories of political economy, and is based on
detailed archival research and numerous interviews with politicians,
civil servants and interest group representatives in both Germany
and Brussels.

0-521-64355-4
0-521-64390-2

Hardback
Paperback

$54.95
$19.95

The Dynamic of Secession
Viva Ona Bartkus
Secessionist activity has been increasing in the developing world,
in Western liberal democracies, and especially in the former Com-
munist states of Eastern Europe. This timely book offers a general
explanation for the occurrence of the phenomenon, arising from
a comparative study of numerous historical examples of secession
and separatist conflict. The book develops a comprehensive frame-
work, specifying the elements necessary for a secession crisis, and
discussing the moral issues underpinning it.
Cambridge Studies in International Relations 64
0-521-65032-1 Hardback $59.95
0-521-65970-1 Paperback $22.95

US Television News and Cold War
Propaganda, 1947-1960
Nancy E. Bernhard
Television news and the Cold War grew simultaneously in the
years following World War II, and their history is deeply inter-
twined. In order to guarantee sufficient resolve in the American
public for a long term arms buildup, defense and security officials
turned to the television networks. In need of access to official film
and newsmakers to build themselves into serious news organiza-
tions, and anxious to prove their loyalty in the age of blacklisting,
the network news divisions acted as unofficial state propagandists.
This book analyzes the shocking extent of their collaboration.
Cambridge Studies in the History of Mass Communications

0-521-59415-4 Hardback $59.95

Distant Suffering
Morality, Media and Politics
Luc Boltanski
What can we do when the suffering we see is so distant and we
feel powerless compared with the forces behind the suffering?
Luc Boltanski examines the ways in which, since the end of the
eighteenth century, spectators have tried to respond acceptably to
what they have seen, and discusses whether there remains a place
for pity in modern politics.
Cambridge Cultural Social Studies

0-521-57389-0 Hardback $64.95
0-521-65953-1 Paperback $24.95

Ethics Out of Economics
John Broome
This book examines some of the practical issues that lie between
economics and ethics, and shows how utility theory can contribute
to ethics, as many economic problems are also ethical problems.
Professor Broome raises some fundamental questions about eco-
nomic equality, preserving the environment, and the allocation of
medical resources, and powerfully shows how economic methods
can contribute to moral philosophy.
0-521-64275-2 Hardback $64.95
0-521-64491-7 Paperback $24.95

Gender and Institutions
Welfare, Work and Citizenship
Moira Gatens and
Alison Mackinnon, Editors
This important interdisciplinary volume explores feminist
approaches to institutional design and reshaping. It looks at
the scope for ensuring that Australian institutions acknowledge
gender difference and deliver more equitable outcomes. The
leading team of writers discusses topics including: institutions,
embodiment and sexual difference; the welfare state; housing
policy; household work; republicanism and citizenship; and
gender-based discrimination.

Contributors: Carol Bacchi, juneen Baxter, Valerie Braithwaite, Ch/lla
Bulbeck, Bettina Cass, Lenore Coltheart, Joan Eveline, Moira Gatens, Alison
Mackinnon, Deborah Mitchell

0-521-63190-4 Hardback $64.95
0-521-63576-4 Paperback $24.95

Politicians and Poachers
The Political Economy of Wildlife Policy in Africa
Clark C. Gibson
This book explores the politics of wildlife conservation policy in
Africa, specifically Zambia, Kenya, and Zimbabwe. The book
addresses a general question: Why don't wildlife policies seem
to be working? Rather than use standard explanations such as
"bureaucratic inefficiency" or "corrupt dictators," the book dem-
onstrates how politicians at all levels use wildlife policy for their
own political ends, which may or may not include conservation.
The book uses electoral and archival data, as well as interviews
with individuals ranging from presidents to poachers to address
this issue.
0-521-62385-5 Hardback $59.95
0-521-66378-4 Paperback $24.95

History of the Australian
Environment Movement
Drew Hutton and Libby Connors
This book traces the environment movement in Australia from
the first visionaries who pressed for preservation of native fauna
and for sanitation in cities to a mass social movement that chal-
lenges the most powerful interests in society. It covers the major
environmental issues that have been at the forefront of Australian
politics since the 1960s.
0-521-45076-4 Hardback $64.95
0-521-45686-X Paperback $24.95
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Science
Continuity and Change in
Contemporary Capitalism
Herbert Kitschelt, Peter Lange, Gary Marks, and
John D. Stephens, Editors
This book asks whether the challenges of new technologies,
citizens' preferences, and growing political and economic
interdependence in the 1980s and 1990s force all polities to
adopt similar institutional reforms. The authors argue that
established arrangements have become difficult to sustain,
but that countries choose unique trajectories of reform, not a
common approach.

Contributors: Timothy McKeown, Beth Simmons, Liesbet Hooghe, Gary
Marks, David Soskice, Peter A. Hall, John D. Stephens, Evelyne Huber,
Leonard Ray, Miriam Golden, Michael Wallerstein, Karl Ove Moene, Jytte
Klausen, Gosta Esping-Andersen, Herbert Kitschelt, Kees van Kersbergen,
Desmond King, Stewart Wood, Hans Peter Kriesi
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
0-521-62446-0 Hardback $69.95
0-521-63496-2 Paperback $27.95

Francophone Sub-Saharan Africa,
1880-1995
Second Edition
Patrick Manning
This new edition of Patrick Manning's established text on the
French-speaking countries of west and central Africa includes new
material on regional developments since 1985, emphasizing the
democratization movements of the 1980s and 1990s, the Franco-
phone movement, and the crises in Rwanda and Burundi. It
assesses the effects on the new societies of the precolonial African
heritage, the interaction with colonial rulers, and global economic
and cultural forces. A substantial new epilogue covers the transi-
tion to colonial rule (1880-1940), the transition to independent
states (1940-1985), and the reconfiguration of post colonial
society after 1985.
0-521-64255-8 Hardback $59.95
0-521-64519-0 Paperback $19.95

Legalizing Gender Inequality
Courts, Markets, and Unequal Pay for Women
in America
Robert L. Nelson and William P. Bridges
Based on case studies of four organizations that were sued for pay
discrimination, Legalizing Gender Inequality challenges existing
theories of gender inequality within economic, sociological, and
legal contexts. Suggesting that employing organizations tend to
disadvantage holders of predominantly female jobs by denying
them power in organizational politics and reproducing male
cultural advantages, the authors argue that male-female earnings
differentials cannot be explained adequately by market forces,
principles of efficiency, or society-wide sexism. Legalizing Gender
Inequality makes the case that the courts have, by uncritically
accepting the market explanation for wage disparity, tended to
legitimate and to legalize a crucial dimension of gender inequality.
Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences 16

0-521-62169-0 Hardback $59.95
0-521-62750-8 Paperback $19.95

The Gladstone-Granville
Correspondence
Agatha Ramm, Editor
Introduction by H.C.G. Matthew
This reprint contains private correspondence between Gladstone
and his Foreign Secretary, Lord Granville, conducted during the
years 1868-1876. Edited with full scholarly rigor the correspond-
ence sheds light on the details of foreign policy at a time when
Britain was at the height of her power, as well as on a wide range
of nonpolitical matters.
Camden Classic Reprints 5

Copublished with the Royal Historical Society
0-521-64208-6 Hardback $64.95
0-521-64559-X Paperback $24.95

Powers of Freedom
Retraining Political Thought
Nikolas Rose
This book presents an impressive synthesis of an important and
influential school of thought, derived from Foucault's writings on
governmentality, which extends into new and challenging domains.
Nikolas Rose ranges across the many fields on which government-
ality theory has been brought to bear, including expertise, culture
and government, economic management, psychology, and com-
munity. Unusually, he suggests that freedom is not the opposite
of government but one of its key inventions and most significant
resources.
0-521-65075-5 Hardback $59.95
0-521-65905-1 Paperback $22.95

The Political Economy of NATO
Past, Present, and into the 21st Century
Todd Sandier and Keith Hartley
"Sandier and Hartley have done it again. This new hook on NATO
is a timely, analytical look at the problems and opportunities currently
facing NATO in the context of a rapidly changing European context.
This is...an insightful look at how the organization is undergoing
transformation in its membership, mission, and management of
threats. This is the new book to read on NATO. "

—Michael Ward, University of Washington, Seattle
0-521-63093-2 Hardback $59.95
0-521-63880-1 Paperback $22.95

Funding Science in America
Congress, Universities, and the Politics of the Academic
Pork Barrel
James D. Savage
Since the 1950s, the federal government has relied on the peer
review system for funding academic science. Peer review, however,
is under attack for being a biased system that helps rich research
universities get richer. As a remedy for these biases, university
presidents and members of Congress have turned to the earmarking
of science projects and facilities in the federal budget. Funding
Science in America explores both the pros and the cons of the
academic earmarking issue and explains why this issue has caused
a rift within the nation's science community.
0-521-64315-5 Hardback $49.95
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from Cambridge
Reviving the Fourth Estate
Democracy, Accountability and the Media
Julianne Schultz
"Its publishers have rightly described it as a ground-breaking text

that makes a major contribution to debates about the media and

public interest in Australia."

—John Tidey, Pacific Area Newspaper Publishers Association

This lively and accessible book analyzes the role of journalism and
the scope of its democratic purpose. Schultz examines key news
stories, and looks at the attitudes of Australian journalists them-
selves. The ideal of the fourth estate has been impaired by concen-
trated media ownership and by commercial, political, ethical and
occupational interests. Schultz argues for a revival of the fourth
estate based on journalistic independence and political autonomy,
together with increased accountability and responsiveness.
Reshaping Australian Institutions
0-521-62042-2 Hardback $64.95
0-521-62970-5 Paperback $24.95

Mass Politics and Culture in
Democratizing Korea
Doh C. Shin
"This is an outstanding book on Korean democratization by one of the

best authorities on Korean politics. Original, comprehensive, thorough,

insightful, and extremely compelling, this book will easily constitute

a must for anybody interested in democratic politics in Korea."

—Sunhyuk Kim, Department of Political Science,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Richly comparative, the book carefully examines the evolution,
contours and consequences of Korean democratization from the
perspective of Korean people themselves and their experiences
throughout the entire course of democratic change. Notably, the
book characterizes and distinguishes Korea as a non-Western
and Confucian model of democratization.
Cambridge Asia-Pacific Studies
0-521-65146-8 Hardback $59.95
0-521-65823-3 Paperback $22.95

Global Nation?
Australia and the Politics of Globalisation
John Wiseman
Globalization is one of the buzzwords of the late twentieth
century, yet its meaning is elusive. Retrenchments, global warming,
currency devaluations, etc. are often explained as unavoidable
consequences of globalization, and even everyday things from
food and clothes to television are apparently impacted upon by
globalization. This book provides an accessible exploration of the
meanings and implications of globalization. It explores a range
of existing and potential responses to the globalization process,
arguing that there may be alternatives.
0-521-59227-5 Hardback $64.95
0-521-59755-2 Paperback $24.95

Discovering Chinese Nationalism
in China
Modernization, Identity and International Relations
Yongnian Zheng
This book explores the complicated nature of China's new national-
ism and presents the reader with a very different picture to that
portrayed in Western readings on Chinese nationalism. Yongnian
Zheng argues that China's new nationalism has been a reaction to
changes in the country's international circumstances and can be
regarded as a "voice" over the existing unjustified international
order. Zheng shows that the present Chinese leadership is pursuing
strategies not to isolate China, but to integrate it into the inter-
national community.
Cambridge Asia-Pacific Studies

0-521-64180-2 Hardback $64.95
0-521-64590-5 Paperback $19.95

Now in paperback...
The Crisis in Kashmir
Portents of War, Hopes of Peace
Sumit Ganguly
"This volume represents social science at its best. It is a detailed

case study of the Kashmiri insurgency... based on extensive inter-

views with government officials, Kashmiri activists, journalists,

and military personnel...."

—Foreign Affairs

This book traces the origins of the insurgency in Indian-
controlled Jammu and Kashmir. Ganguly's central argument
is that the insurgency can be explained by political mobili-
zation and institutional decay. In an attempt to woo the
Muslims, the government dramatically expanded literacy,
mass media, and higher education.
Woodrow Wilson Center Press Series
0-521-65566-8 Paperback $17.95

Deregulatory Takings and the
Regulatory Contract
The Competitive Transformation of Network
Industries in the United States
J. Gregory Sidak and Daniel F. Spulber
"This excellent and significant book addresses the means of

achieving a more competitive economy through extensive

deregulation without simultaneously destroying the foundations

of a competitive economy: contract and property rights. This

important book explains how in practice these two objectives can

best be achieved. All citizens interested in the social control of

industrial enterprise in today's world should read this book. "

—George L. Priest, John M. Olin Professor of Law
and Economics, Yale Law School

0-521-65871-3 Paperback $22.95

Available in
bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423. Web site: http://www.cup.org
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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Political.Science Firoinm Yale
Democratic Justice
Ian Shapiro
Democracy and justice are often mutually
antagonistic ideas. Even so, they can—and
indeed must—be pursued together, says Ian
Shapiro in this innovative book. The
author shows how this can be done at all
phases of the human life cycle, spelling out
the implications for pressing debates about
authority over children, basic income guar-
antees, population control, governing the
firm, health insurance, and retirement
policies. $2995

Origins of the Bill of Rights
Leonard W. Levy
In this fascinating history of the origins of the Bill of Rights, Pulitzer
prize-winning historian Leonard W. Levy offers a panoramic view of the lib-
erties secured by the first ten amendments to the Constitution.
Yale Contemporary Law series

A selection of the History Book Club 5 illus. $30.00

Secrecy
The American Experience
Daniel Patrick Moynihan Introduction by Richard GidPowers
"[A] withering account of the Government's bottomless appetite for "intelli-
gence." . . . It is a dismaying tale, though Moynihan has told it with
uncommon liveliness and a mordant wit"
-Sam Tanenhaus, New York Times Book Review

"We can be grateful to Senator Daniel
Moynihan for encouraging us to step back and
look at one of the deeper issues confronting
our nation.... Secrecy deserves more public
attention . . . and this book is the best starting
point for understanding this phenomenon of
our society."

-Stansfield Turner, Christian Science Monitor
listed among the Best Nonfiction of 1998 by the Los Angeles

Times Book Review
Named a Notable book of 1998 by The New York Times Book
Review 12 illus. $10.95

DANIEL PATRICK

MOYNIHAN

Picking Federal Judges
Lower Court Selection from Roosevelt through Reagan

Sheldon Goldman
"[This book] should be read by every lawyer who wants to be a federal
judge as well as by those who practice in front of them
Comprehensive, well-organized and crisply written."
-Michigan Law Review
Winner of "Honorable Mention" for the 1997 C. Herman Pritchetl Award by The law and Courts
Section of the .American Political Science Association $ 18.00

Strategic Assessment in War
Scott Sigmund Gartner
" [This book] represents an important and overdue contribution to the
extensive literature on the way military organi2ations select and assess strategy
to wartime."-jamesj. Wirtz, American Political Science Review $17.00

New in cloth & paper

Patterns
Democracy

Patterns of Democracy
Government Forms and Performance in
Thirty-Six Countries
Arend Lijphart
"For those of us who are constantly turned to
Democracies in our work and teaching, this is a
new and richer book. Not only does it include
more countries, new themes, particularly the
relation between types of democracies and the
quality of democracy, but it raises many new
questions. It will generate fruitful debates and
research."-juanj. Linz

14 illus. $40.00 cloth; $17.00 paperback

Kapitalizm
Russia's Struggle to Free its Economy

Rose Brady
"[An] impressive and informative account of the agonies of economic
reform in Russia.... [Brady] gives the reader an insiders view of where the
process went awry and why so few have benefited. "-Foreign Affairs
30 illus. $30.00

Diversity in the Power Elite
Have Women and Minorities Reached the Top?

Richard L. Zweigenhaft and G. William Domhoff
"A fascinating contribution to the understanding of how people other
than wealthy, white, Christian males get into power.... Writing about this
uncomfortable issue with a great deal of sensitivity, the authors argue that
entry into the power elite is determined by how well you fit into the white
male power mold."-Julianne Malveaux, In These Times $14.00

Culture of Intolerance
Chauvinism, Class, and Racism in the United States

Mark Nathan Cohen
"Cohen is able to make a very convincing
case for affirmative action by showing how so-
called corporate welfare and the inherent bene-
fits of being a white male in American society
are themselves a form of affirmative action.
Readers will find this book a strong response to
such ideologues as Richard Herrnstein, Charles
Murray, and Allan Bloom."-Kirkus Reviews
Winner of the 1998 Simon Wlesenthal Center's Tolerance Book

Award in the name of Bruno Brand $14.95

The Electoral College Primer 2000
Lawrence D. Longley and Neal R. Peirce
This authoritative guide provides essential infonnation about the history
and workings of the electoral college system and reveals how it distorts
campaigns, poorly represents popular will, and could precipitate a consti-
tutional crisis. SLfi.OO

Yale University Press
P.O. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520
www.yale.edu/yup/ 1-800-YUP-READ
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Scholarly Perspectives on Global Concerns
Culture, Development and
Democracy:The Rote of the
Intellectual
A United Nations University Press publication

Leading intellectuals from different regions of
the world share their views on the role of the
intellectual in culture, development,
democracy, freedom and human rights,
particularly in developing countries. The
themes presented range from specific issues
of political theory to case studies of
individual countries and regions. Within this
framework, the essays presented in this
publication, discuss problems related to,
among others, the environment, growing
populations, the economy, health, education,
social justice and ethnicity.
H. 98.III.A.20 9280808540 238pp. $25.00

Modelling Global Change
A United Nations University Press publication

This book focuses on global modelling and
simulation studies examining world
megatrends of change and response
alternatives. Leading scholars from around
the world, discuss a variety of model
applications, including the LINK project, the
EPA World Model, the Global Input-Output
System and the FUGI Global Model.
Implications of global change are analysed for
key world issues: the global economy and
economic development, the environment,
production technologies, greenhouse gas
emissions and arms reductions. This book
makes a contribution in supporting the
development of new methods of forecasting
global change and formulating policy

alternatives for environmentally, socially and
politically sustainable development.
E. 98.III.A.23 928080880X 440pp. $35.00

Global Transformation: Challenges
to the State System
A United Nations University Press publication

This collaborative effort of 20 scholars from
around the world represents the first truly
comprehensive critical reflection on the
contemporary global transformation. It
addresses the challenges of
internationalization of the state; the
globalization of political economy;
transnational social movements; and change,
violence and normative order.
E. 98.III.A.4 9280808559 520pp. $35.00

United Nations Publications
Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-08S3, Dept.AI49, New York, N.Y. 10017, Tel. (800) 253-9646,(212) 963-8302, Fax. (212) 963-3489
Internet: http://www.un.org/publications, E-mail: publications@un.org

Visa, MC and AMEX accepted. Domestic Orders: Add 5% of gross ($5.00 minimum) for shipping and handling.
Overseas Orders: Add US$ 5.00 per title in addition to US$ 5.00 basic handling charge.

Internet: http://www.un.org/pubhcations

Southern Politics in the 1990s
Edited by Alexander P. Lam is L

SOUTHERN

POLITICS

IN THE

(1990S

ALEXANDER P. I. AMIS

IV V

In the 1990s the Republi-

can party surged to majority

status in the South, following

two decades of struggle for a foothold in

the formerly Democratic region. Noted

political scientists and journalists analyze

the GOP's remarkable advance in each

state and the region as a whole, captur-

ing the partisan dynamics of today's

Dixie. Includes essays by Sam Attlesey,

Tom Baxter, Diane D. Blair, Rob

Christensen, Tom Fielder,

Bill Minor, Richard

Murray, Wayne

Parent, and

Edward Renwick. *

$39.95 f

New in paperback

From George Wallace
to Newt Gingrich
Race in the Conservative Counter-
revolution, 1963-1994

Dan T. Carter DAN 1.CARTER

GEORGE
WALLACE

NEWT
GINGRICH

KACK JN THK CONSERVATIVE

"On the question
of race and politics
in America, Carter
may now be the
leading authority."
—Washington Post

This penetrating survey
examines how race
impacts presidential politics. With insight and
wit, Carter traces the national response to the
civil rights movement, mapping the gradual
intersection of racial and economic conserva-
tism in the coalition that reshaped American
politics in the past two decades.

$11.95 paper

in bookstores or from L O U I S I A N A S T A T E "f U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S Baton Rouge 70803 • (800) 861-3477
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OFTHE WORLD

THE END
* ' * * * • ( « • ' ' "K

ADOLPH REED JR.

Stirrings in the Jug
Black Politics in the Post-Segregation Era
Foreword by Julian Bond

A penetrating look at the state of racial politics by one of our nation's most
important writers on the subject.

$18.95 paper • $47.95 cloth • 288 pages • October 1999

WILLIAM CHALOUPKA

Everybody Knows
Cynicism in America

A witty take on what's wrong—and right—with cynicism today.
$25.95 cloth • 256 pages • 1999

IMMANUEL WALLERSTEIN

The End of the World As We Know It
Social Science for the Twenty-First Century

A respected thinker points the way ahead.

$29.95 cloth • 248 pages • 1999

SANKARAN KRISHNA

Postcolonial Insecurities
India, Sri Lanka, and the Question of Nationhood

An exploration of the connections between ethnicity and nation-building.

$22.95 paper • $57.95 cloth • 296 pages • November 1999

Borderlines Series, volume 15

JUTTA WELDES, MARK LAFFEY, HUGH GUSTERSON, AND
RAYMOND DUVALL, EDITORS

Cultures of Insecurity
States, Communities, and the Production of Danger
Foreword by George Marcus

Examines the cultural production of insecurity in local, national, and
international contexts.

$22.95 paper • $57.95 cloth • 352 pages • October 1999
Borderlines Series, volume 14

FRANCOIS DEBRIX

Re-Envisioning Peacekeeping
The United Nations and the Mobilization of Ideology

A critical look at the meaning of UN peacekeeping missions.

$19.95 paper • $49.95 cloth • 240 pages • November 1999
Borderlines Series, volume 13

JANET L. ABU-LUGHOD

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
America's Global Cities

A renowned scholar compares America's three global cities.

$39.95 cloth • 640 pages • 1999

ANTONIO NEGRI

Insurgencies
Constituent Power and the Modern State
Translated by Maurizia Boscagli
Foreword by Sandra Buckley, Michael Hardt, and Brian Massumi

A modern revolutionary's fresh approach to radical thought.

$25.95 paper • $64.95 cloth • 344 pages • October 1999
Theory Out of Bounds Series, volume 15

CECELIA LYNCH AND MICHAEL LORIAUX, EDITORS

Law and Moral Action in World Politics
Examines the intersections of world politics, international law, and ethics.

$19.95 paper • $49.95 cloth • 272 pages • January 2000

M0NA N. YOUNIS

Liberation and Democratization
The South African and Palestinian National Movements

The first comprehensive comparison of two of the century's most important lib-
eration movements.

$18.95 paper • $47.95 cloth • 240 pages • January 2000
Social Movements, Protest, and Contention Series, volume 11

ALAN DIGAETANO AND JOHN S. KLEMANSKI

Power and City Governance
Comparative Perspectives on Urban Development

Case studies of four major cities reveal the politics of governing today.

$22.95 paper • $57.95 cloth • 256 pages • November 1999
Globalization and Community Series, volume 4

ANN MARKUSEN, YONG-SOOK LEE AND SEAN DIGIOVANNA, EDITORS

Second Tier Cities
Rapid Growth beyond the Metropolis

Analyzes and compares the rapid growth of medium-sized cities.

$24.95 paper • $62.95 cloth • 336 pages • 1999
Globalization and Community Series, volume 3
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NEW FROM CALIFORNIA

Kosovo
HOW MYTHS AND TRUTHS STARTED A WAR
Julie A. Mertus

"Mertus has written the most informed, sophisticated, and convincing account of the
struggle over the future of Kosovo. Anyone who wants to understand the ongoing Kosovo
ordeal, or for that matter the whole class of ethnic conflicts, cannot do better than to read
and study this fine book." —Richard Falk, Princeton University

"An important and original contribution to the literature about the break up of the former

Yugoslavia." —Eric Stover, Director, Human Rights Center, University of California, Berkeley

$55.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Perceptions of Palestine
THEIR INFLUENCE ON U.S. MIDDLE EAST POLICY
Kathleen Christison

"Christison weaves together the complex strands of American thinking regarding Palestine.
Her superb book will undoubtedly result in heated debates among policy-makers and
journalists."—Ann M. Lesch, author of Arab Politics in Palestine, 1917-1939

For most of the twentieth century, considered opinion in the United States regarding Palestine

has favored the inherent right of Jews to exist in the Holy Land. That Palestinians could claim

the same right has been largely ignored. Kathleen Christison s controversial new book shows

how the endurance of such assumptions, along with Americas focus on Israel and ignorance

of the Palestinian point of view, has impeded a resolution to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

$40.00 cloth

Bridging Divides
THE CHANNEL TUNNEL AND ENGLISH LEGAL IDENTITY IN THE NEW EUROPE
Eve Darian-Smith

"Bridging Divides is an exhilarating ethnography which uses its main research object—the
Tunnel that now both connects and separates England and France—to open up a rich ana-
lytical window through which we can 'see' such diverse themes as law and landscape, politi-
cal and spatial relations, national identity and cultural hybridity, nation-state sovereignty and
the European Union, transnationalism and neonationalism."

—Boaventura de Sousa Santos, University ofWisconsin, Madison

Winner of the Renato Treves International Sociology of Law Prize, 1997, $50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Legitimate Differences
INTERPRETATION IN THE ABORTION CONTROVERSY AND OTHER PUBLIC DEBATES
Georgia Warnke

"Warnke's analyses of various issues of public policy are sensible and illuminating... .While
the practical issues with which she is concerned have been discussed endlessly, she articulates
and elaborates in helpful detail a surprisingly fresh and invigorating point of view."

—Harry Frankfurt, Princeton University

$40.00 cloth

A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in
Late Imperial China
Benjamin A. Elman

"A very important study of one of the most important institutions in Chinese history, one
without which the China we have today would certainly be a vastly different place."

—Peter Bol, author of This Culture of Ours

A Philip E. Lilienthal Book, $75.00 cloth, illustrated

Art from Kosovo

New in Paperback—

Living the Bill of Rights
HOW TO BE AN AUTHENTIC AMERICAN
Nat Hentoff
"Justice Douglas is heroic in Hentoff's view not
merely because he stood up for unpopular free
speech, but because he actually encouraged it,
believing firmly that the 'Constitution exists to
nurture dissent.'... [Hentofi] has provided an
invigorating and entertaining reminder of why
freedom of expression matters, and what some
heroic Americans have done to protect it."

—New York Times Book Review

A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the
Year 1998, $14.95 paper

Durable Inequality
Charles Tilly

"Tilly offers a new way of looking at persistent
social inequality by examining representative
paired and unequal categories of people....
Tilly's provocative framework illuminates a
range of major social problems."—Booklist
$17.95 paper

Soldiers in a Narrow Land
THE PINOCHET REGIME IN CHILE
Mary Helen Spooner

Updated Edition with a New Preface

"An accurate and objective account of the
political events in Chile." —Isabel Allende

" [Spooner s] interviews with top military
officials and ordinary Chileans go a long way
toward bringing the reader to Pinochet's
Chile." —Current History

$17.95 paper

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS www.ucpress.edu
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WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON

THE BRIDGE OVER THE RACIAL DIVIDE
Rising Inequality and Coalition Politics

In a work that will signifi-

cantly alter the political land-

scape with respect to race

and class politics, one of the country's most influential

sociologists focuses on the rising inequality in Ameri-

can society and the need for a progressive, multiracial

political coalition to combat it.The culmination of

decades of distinguished scholarship, The Bridge over the

Racial Divide gives a simple, straightforward, and cru-

cially important diagnosis of the problem of rising

social inequality in the United States and details a set

of recommendations for dealing with it.

Wildavsky Forum, 2 ' ..
Copublisned with the Russell Sage Foundation
$19.95 cloth

"This book is a superb contri-

bution to the national debate

about equality, class, race, and

politics. Defying easy categories,

as he always does, William

Julius Wilson manages to square

the circle by blending a strategy

of racial uplift with one of prac-

tical and believable politics."

—Robert Kuttner, co-editor,

The American Prospect

At bookstores or order I -800-822-6657.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS • www.ucpress.edu

Visiting Research Fellowships 2000-2001
Institute on Race and Social Division

Glenn C. Loury, Director

The Institute on Race and Social Division, a multi-disciplinary research program at Boston
University, sponsors teaching, research and public discussion related to economic, political and
cultural conflicts among groups defined by race, ethnicity, religious affiliation and linguistic
identity.

The Institute invites applications from all disciplines for post-doctoral research fellowships to be
awarded for the academic year 2000-2001 to outstanding scholars interested in devoting a year in
residence at Boston University to writing on the theme of "race and social division," broadly
construed.

The deadline for applications is January 14, 2000 for fellowships beginning September 2000. The
names of fellowship recipients will be announced by April 17, 2000. For further information, please
consult our web site at www.bu.edu/irsd/ or call Bobbie Patrick at (617) 353-5850.
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NEW FROM OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
New in paperback!

NATIONALISM, DEMOCRACY,
AND DEVELOPMENT
State and Politics in India
Edited by SUGATA BOSE and
AYESHA JALAL

This volume examines issues of history and
political economy that are central to the prob-
lems of nationalism, democracy, and develop-
ment. The contributors, including Amartya
Sen and Pranab Bardhan, question the
dichotomy between secular nationalism and
religious communalism and take issue with
cultural critiques of modernity and national-
ism.

(Oxford India Paperbacks)
1997 (paper 1999) 216 pp.
paper $10.95 cloth $23.95

FAIRNESS AND
FUTURITY
Essays on
Environmental
Sustainability
and Social
Justice
Edited by
ANDREW DOBSON

This book brings together leading interna-
tional figures in political theory and sociolo-
gy, as well as representatives from the political
community, to consider the normative issues
at stake in the relationship between environ-
mental sustainability and social justice. These
essays emerged from three intensive seminars
which brought these distinct groups into
fruitful contact.
1999 344 pp.; 4 line illus
paper $19.95 cloth $72.00

INEQUALITY, GLOBALIZATION,
AND WORLD POLITICS
Edited by ANDREW HURRELL and
NGAIRE WOODS

Inequality is becoming an urgent issue of
world politics at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury. This book investigates eight core areas of
world politics in order to suggest that growing
inequality is reducing the capacity of govern-
ments and international organizations to
manage these problems effectively. The areas
surveyed include: international order, interna-
tional law, welfare and social policy, global
justice, regionalism and multilateralism, envi-
ronmental protection, gender equality, mili-
tary power, and security.
1999 368 pp.; 3 line illus
paper $24.95 cloth $70.00

OXFORD

LIVING WITH NATURE
Environmental Politics and
Cultural Discourse
Edited by FRANK FISCHER and
MAARTEN HAJER
Why do issues of environmental protection
continue to take a back seat to economic
competition, particularly in the international
realm? This volume argues that in order to
answer this question we must view the debate
about environmental sustainability in terms
of the basic cultural and political questions
underpinning the dynamics of the environ-
mental crisis.
1999 288 pp. paper $27.50 cloth $80.00

COLD WAR
STATESMEN
CONFRONT
THE BOMB
Nuclear
Diplomacy
Since 1945
Edited by JOHN
LEWIS GADDIS,

PHILIP H. GORDON, ERNEST R.
MAY, and JONATHAN ROSENBERG
This path-breaking work uses biographical
techniques to test one of the most widely
debated questions in international politics:
Did the advent of the nuclear bomb prevent
the Third World War? The book's authors
argue almost unanimously that nuclear
weapons did have a significant effect on the
thinking of the leading statesmen of the
nuclear age, but a dissenting epilogue from
John Mueller challenges this thesis.
1999 408 pp.; 1 line illus $39.95

LATIN AMERICA TRANSFORMED
Globalization and Modernity
Edited by ROBERT N. GWYNNE and
CRISTOBAL KAY
"... an impressive and timely analysis of cur-
rent trends in Latin American development.
The coverage of the countries of the region is
excellent, as is that of their economic, politi-
cal, and social trends....The ranges of issues
raised and the quality of their documentation
make this an excellent text for teaching and
for research."—Bryan R. Roberts, University
of Texas at Austin.

(An Arnold Publication)
1999 384 pp.; 25 figures
paper $29.95 cloth $75.00

IMPERFECT UNIONS
Security Institutions Over Time
and Space
Edited by HELGA HAFTENDORN,
ROBERT O. KEOHANE, and
CELESTE WALLENDER

This book discusses a wide variety of security
institutions, including NATO, the Western
European Union, and United Nations peace-
keeping. It describes changes in security insti-
tutions, documents the effects of such institu-
tions on national policies, and explores the
conditions that affect the patterns of co-oper-
ation.
1999 400 pp. paper $24.95 cloth $80.00

SOCIAL
FOUNDATIONS OF
POSTINDUSTRIAL
ECONOMIES
GOSTA ESPING-
ANDERSEN

Esping-Andersen,
Europe's leading analyst
of the welfare state, pre-

sents a provocative examination of postindus-
trial economies at the end of the twentieth
century. This book takes a second look at the
driving forces of economic transformation in
a more sociological and institutional way,
finding postindustrial diversity, not conver-
gence.
1999 224 pp. paper $24.95 cloth $70.00

SOMETHING WITHIN
Religion in African-American
Political Activism
FREDRICK HARRIS
"A wonderful blend of statistical data and
telling anecdotes, all pointing to the impor-
tance of the church in the politics of the
African-American community. The book
takes seriously the impact of religious belief
and practice in empowering citizens to be
politically active. This is a book that should be
read by anyone interested in religion and poli-
tics, in the role of voluntary associations in
building civil society, or in African-American
politics."—Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown
University.

One of the first book-length studies devoted
to religion and African-American political
activism in a generation, this book explores
how Afro-Christianity, in various ways, pro-
motes the political activism of African-
Americans.
1999 208 pp.; 20 figures, & 14 tables
$39.95

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. To order, or for more information, please
call 1-800-451-7556. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020. www.oup.com
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NEW FROM OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

THE END OF CLASS POLITICS?
Class Voting in Western Societies
Edited by GEOFFREY EVANS
The last few decades has seen a prolonged
debate over the nature and importance of
social class as a basis for ideology, class voting,
and class politics. In this book, leading schol-
ars argue that the class basis of political com-
petition has to some degree evolved, but not
declined, and that sweeping claims about the
new politics of postindustrial society need to
be re-examined.
1999 438 pp. paper $29.95 cloth $70.00

WELFARE IN THE
KANTIAN STATE
ALEXANDER
KAUFMAN

Kant's political theory
is traditionally thought
to constitute an
account of the con-
straints which reason
places on the state's

authority to regulate external action.
Kaufman argues that this interpretation suc-
ceeds neither as a faithful reading of Kant's
texts nor as a plausible, sound reconstruction
of a Kantian political theory. Rather, he argues
that Kant's political theory articulates a posi-
tive conception of the state's role.
1999 192 pp. $45.00

THE POST SOVIET STATES
Mapping the Politics of Transition
GRAHAM SMITH
The collapse of the Soviet Union has engen-
dered one of the most momentous and criti-
cal regional transformations of our times
through formation and development of the
post-Soviet states. This book explores the
politics of post-Soviet transition and the
problems which will continue to face these
states in the twenty-first century.

(An Arnold Publication)
1 9 9 9 2 2 4 p p . ; 1 7 b / w l ine i l l u s
paper $24.95 cloth $70.00

New in paperback!

THE DESTRUCTION OF
PAKISTAN'S DEMOCRACY
ALLEN MCGRATH

In the decade immediately after indepen-
dence, Pakistan went from democracy to mili-
tary government. This book recounts how the
change began—not by the military, as is com-
monly believed—but by the nation's chief
executive, whose actions received the approval
of the judiciary.
1996 (paper 1999) 324 pp. paper $10.00

OXFORD

CRITICAL

ENVIRONMENTAL
IUSTIU AND THE NEW

GENDER AND WELFARE
STATE REGIMES
Edited by DIANE SAINSBURY

This volume focuses on the interrelationships
between aspects of the welfare state and
labour market policies in structuring and
transforming gender relations across a broad
spectrum of countries. The book examines
the construction of gender in various govern-
ment welfare policies and illustrates how the
specific qualities of the welfare state reinforce
or counteract gender inequalities.

(Gender and Politics Series)
1999 296 pp. paper $29.95 cloth $80.00

THE DEMANDS OF LIBERAL
EDUCATION
MEIRA LEVINSON

"With the utmost clarity and integrity, Meira
Levinson shows just how demanding a liberal
education is, in theory and practice. Everyone
who is concerned about educating children
for autonomy should read this book."
—Amy Gutman, Princeton University
1999 250 pp. $35.00

ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE AND THE
NEW PLURALISM
The Challenge of
Difference for
Environmentalism
DAVID
SCHLOSBERG
In the first ever theoreti-

cal treatment of the environmental justice
movement, Schlosberg demonstrates the
development of a new form of "critical" plu-
ralism, in both theory and practice. His timely
and sophisticated study presents a challenge
to both conventional pluralist thought and
the practices of the major groups in the US
environmental movement.
1999 240 pp. $45.00

THE US AND NUCLEAR
DETERRENCE IN EUROPE
DAVID S. YOST

The US has maintained nuclear forces in
Europe in support of its security commit-
ments to NATO since the early 1950s. This
paper examines why the Allies continue to
regard US nuclear forces and commitments as
essential elements of NATO's security posture,
even in the profoundly changed post-Cold
War international context.

(Adelphi Papers 326)

(International Institute for Strategic Studies)
1999 96 pp. paper $26.00

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US. To order, or for more information, please
call 1-800-451-7556. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020. www.oup.com

CRITICAL
CITIZENS
Global Support
for Democratic
Government
Edited by
PIPPA NORRIS
"A landmark compara-
tive study of trends in
attitudes toward

nation, government regime, political institu-
tions, and leaders, in some forty regionally
well-distributed countries, bringing together
the research of a cross-national team of social
scientists . . . It is full of theoretically interest-
ing insights, as well as findings that have an
important bearing on public policy."
— Gabriel Almond, Stanford University.
1999 320 pp.; 38 figures
paper $19.95 cloth $65.00

RENEWING GOVERANCE
Governing by Learning in the
Information Age
STEVEN A. ROSELL
This book outlines the work and findings of
an action research program undertaken by
senior Canadian government officials and pri-
vate sector executives, exploring the implica-
tions for governance of a global information
society. It also presents four senarios of how
the information society may reshape the envi-
ronment for governance as we move into the
next century.
1999 328 pp.; 3 line illus paper $27.95

GOVERNING

IN EUROPE
Effective and
Democratic?
FRITZ W.
SCHARPF
This study explores
strategies at the nation-
al level that could suc-
ceed in maintaining

welfare state goals even under conditions of
international economic competition. It also
discusses the conditions under which
European policy could play a protective and
enabling role with regard to these national
solutions. The author suggests that if these
opportunities should be used, multi-level gov-
ernance in Europe could indeed regain both
effectiveness and legitimacy.
1999 256 pp.; 9 figures
paper $24.95 cloth $70.00
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GETTING

TO

PEACE

TWENTIETH CENTURY
The History of the World,
1901 to 2000
J.M. ROBERTS
Places a chronological narrative of events in
the context of the long-term changes that
colored them.
Viking 608 pp. 0-670-881.56-1 $34.95

BLOOD AND VENGEANCE
One Family's Story
of the War in Bosnia
CHUCK SUDETIC
"If you can read just one book about Bosnia,
this is it."—The Washington Post.
Penguin 448 pp. 0-K-02868I-0 $R.95

SHADOWS AND WIND
A View of Modern Vietnam
ROBERT TEMPLER
Penguin original U)0 pp. 0-K.-028597-0 $13.95

COERCION
Why We Listen to What "They" Say
DOUGLAS RUSHKOFF
Riverhead 336 pp. 1-57322-115-5 $2<..95

GETTING TO PEACE
Transforming Conflict
at Home, at Work, and in the World
WILLIAM L. URY
Viking 256 pp. 0-670-88758-7 $23.95

AGE POWER
How the 21st Century
Will Be Ruled by the New Old
KEN DYCHTWALD, PH.D.
Putnam 320 pp. 0-87l.77-95l.-5 $23.95

THE SCOTTISH NATION: 1700-2000
T. M. DEVINE
Viking 608 pp. 0-670-788811-7 $1.0.00

E R G U I N P U T H
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NEW FROM PENGUIN PUTNAM l i l t .

T h e S t a t e o f
t h e W o r l d A t l a s
Sixth Edition
Dan Smith

T hese full-color maps and graphics afford readers
a unique view of the current international affairs

by translating key political, economic, and social indi-
cators into readily grasped visual form. Previous edi-
tions of the atlas have told us "more about the world
today than a dozen statistical abstracts or scholarly
tomes."—Los Angeles Times. This new edition includes
presentations on stock markets, state crimes, super-
powerdom, ethnicity and multiculturalism, the
Internet, digital media and more.

Penguin Reference original
144 pp. 0-14-051446-5

The State of
China Atlas
Robert Benewick
and Stephanie Donald

T he latest addition to the acclaimed series, features
full-color maps and distinctive graphics that offer

accessible, incisive information about this emergent
international player. The profound changes occurring
in China are illustrated in this atlas, along with clashes
of priorities: between population growth and the one-
child family; human rights and political stability;
energy needs and the environment.

Penguin Reference Original
128 pp. 0-14-051458-9 $17.95

til t J4M
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N E W Y O R K U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

^ SocialTheory
FREEDOM'S WAR
The American Crusade
Against the Soviet Union
SCOTT LUCAS
0-8147-5159-8 / $45.00 CLOTH

POLEMICIZATION
BENJAMIN ARDITI AND JEREMY VALENTINE
Taking on the Political Series
0-8147-0689-4 / $18.50 PAPER

CINEMATIC POLITICAL THOUGHT
Narrating Race, Nation and Gender
MICHAEL J. SHAPIRO
Taking on the Political Series
0-8147-9751-2/$18.50 PAPER

SOCIAL THEORY
A Historical Introduction
ALEX CALLINICOS
0-8147-1594-X / $20.00 PAPER

UNDER THE SHADOW
OF THE SWASTIKA
The Moral Dilemmas of Resistance
and Collaboration in Hitler's Europe
RAB BENNETT
0-8147-9860-8 / $40.00 CLOTH

FEMINIST DEBATES
Issues of Theory and Political Practice
VALERIE BRYSON
0-8147-1348-3 / $19.00 PAPER

THE MASK OF ANARCHY
The Destruction of Liberia and the Religious
Dimension of an African Civil War
STEPHEN ELLIS
0-8147-2211-3 / $36.50 CLOTH

LIBERALISM AND ITS DISCONTENTS
PATRICK NEAL
0-8147-5798-7 / $20.00 PAPER

1 - 8 0 0 - 9 9 6 - N Y U P w w . n y u p r e s s . n y u . e
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Horses in Midstream
U.S. Midterm Elections and Their Consequences,
1894-1998
Andrew E. Busch

"Horses in Midstream is an entirely original treatment of an interesting, and given
the 1994 election, important subject. No one has ever written an extended work
on U.S. midterm elections before with an eye for their consequences, or with
such a richly documented synthesis of material. This book will be an important
contribution to political science's stock of literature on Congress and congres-
sional elections."—David R. Mayhew, Yale University

Se ember Andrew E. Busch is associate professor of political science at the University of

Cloth$45 00/Paoer$19 95 Denver. He is the author of Outsiders and Openness in the Presidential
Nominating System; Upside Down and Inside Out: The 1992 Elections and

American Politics; and Losing to Win: The 1996 Elections and American Politics.

NEWA Two-Way Street
The Institutional Dynamics
of the Modern Administrative State
George A. Krause

"A Two-Way Street addresses issues that are of concern to researchers and covers
key debates with skill. Krause calls on his readers and peers to take patterns of
interorganizational relations seriously and eschew the rather simplistic notions
of political-bureaucratic relations that all too often have provided a shaky
foundation for our analyses. This book will make a splash within the world of
regulatory studies."—Marc Allen Eisner, Wesleyan University

September
Cloth $45.00George A. Krause is currently assistant professor of political science at the

University of South Carolina. He earned his Ph.D. in political science from
West Virginia University in 1994. He has published articles in American Journal of Political Science, Journal
of Politics, British Journal of Political Science, Public Choice, Public Opinion Quarterly, Legislative Studies
Quarterly, Electoral Studies, and American Politics Quarterly.

For a FREE brochure of all our political science titles, fax your request to 412-383-2466.
University of Pittsburgh Press

c/o CUP Services, Box 6525, Ithaca, NY 14851
tel: 800-666-2211, fax: 800-688-2877

www.pitt.edu/ ~ press

U N I V E R S I T Y O F P I T T S B U R G H P R E S S
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The New York Times College Program Political Science Classroom Guide

A New Resource
for Political

Science
- „,.,.

This guide contains

general methodologies

and course-specific

strategies for using

The New York Times in:

American Government

International Relations

Global Politics

Geopolitics

Judicial Politics and Law

Public Policy

Professors
he New York Times Political Science Classroom Guide helps you:

ENLIVEN classroom discussions

SAVE TIME planning lessons

ADD DEPTH and scope to business issues

EXPAND textbook assignments.

VISIT www.nytcollege.com for a sampling of the CASE STUDIES,

STRATEGIES and LESSON PLANS included in this Classroom Guide.

Learn how many of the nation's top educators are helping their

students by using The New York Times.

SPECIAL SAVINGS OFFER AND BONUS GIF:

Sign up with 10 of your students for a 12-week subscription to

The New York Times and get a FREE New York Times 1999 Almanac.

Students, faculty and staff save 50% off of home delivery prices.

Call today: 1-888-698-2655 or visit www.nytcollege.com.

CODE: PSAD199-1 College Program j Expect the World" | www.nytimes.com
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Aiduy
I tonoaacy
Abroni
V

Aiding Democracy Abroad:
The Learning Curve
Thomas Carothers
This book is the first
independent,
comprehensive assessment

of U.S. and Western efforts to support
democratic transitions in Eastern Europe,
the former Soviet Union, Asia, Africa,
Latin America, and the Middle East.

"This is a landmark book, of tremendous
value to policy makers, activists,
scholars, journalists, and all those
concerned with democracy's future."

—George Soros

November 1999/c. 300 pp. /
$39.95 cloth [0-87003-168-6]
and $19.95 paper [0-87003-169-4]

Yeltsin's Russia:
Myths and Reality
Lllia Shevtsova
A current and compre-
hensive account of the
achievements—and

failures—of Boris Yeltsin's Russia, from
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991
to the economic and political crises
of 1998-1999.

"Captures as no other book...
the complex and contradictory character
of Russian politics.... brings to Western
readers a uniquely Russian 'inside the
Ring Road' perspective of Kremlin
politics."

—Grigory Yavlinsky, head of Russia's
Yabloko Party

1999 / 360 pp. / $44.95 cloth [0-87003-094-9] and
$19.95 paper [0-87003-127-9]

Russia After Communism
Edited by Anders Aslund
and Martha Brill Olcott
Five original essays, each
written by a pair of
American and Russian

scholars, examine the postcommunist
transition in Russia, focusing on political
and economic reforms, elections, ethnic
and national issues,
and Russia's relations with its nearest
neighbors.

1999 /190 pp. / $16.95 paper [0-87003-151 -1 ]

Getting It Wrong: Regional Cooperation and
the Commonwealth of Independent States
Martha Brill Olcott,
Anders Aslund, and
Sherman W. Garnett
Three experts on Russia and the Soviet
successor states explain why the CIS
failed to achieve almost all its initial
objectives and trace the implications
of that failure for regional cooperation.

Fall 1999 / c. 240 pages / $19.95 paper
[0-87003-171-6]

Belarus at the Crossroads
Edited by Sherman W. Garnett and
Robert Legvold
Area specialists from Belarus, Russia,
Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, and the
United States examine Belarus's place in
the evolving European security
environment.

Fall 1999 / c. 200 pp. / $12.95 paper
[0-87003-172-4]

Rapprochement or Rivalry?
Russia-China Relations
in a Changing Asia
Edited by
Sherman W. Garnett
The first comprehensive

study of Russian-Chinese relations
in the post-cold war period,
with analysis by sixteen American,
Russian, and Chinese scholars.

Fall 1999 / c. 420 pp. / $24.95 paper
[0-87003-125-2]

Africa's New Leaders:
Democracy or
State Reconstruction?
Marina Ottaway
What positive role can the
international community

play in countries like Uganda, Ethiopia,
and Eritrea, where success in
reconstructing war-devastated economies
has not been matched by a quick
transition to democracy? This study
provides important insights for policy
makers and others who will
deal with this issue—in Africa and
elsewhere—with increasing frequency
in the coming years.

1999/146 pp./$10.95 paper
[0-87003-134-1]

China's Changing Nuclear
Posture: Reactions to
the South Asian Nuclear Tests
Ming Zhang
An iaside look at the history and politics
of the changing nuclear posture of the
People's Republic of China.

1999/104 pp. / $9.95 paper [0-87003-160-0]

Available in bookstores, or call 800-275-1447
For more about these and other publications
from the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, including book
summaries, issue briefs, working papers,
and conference reports, visit www.ceip.org.

For information on publications from the
Carnegie Moscow Center, including selected
full texts and excerpts from Russian- and
English-language books, monographs,
special studies, and the Russian-language
journal Pro et Contra, visit www.carnegie.ru.
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PUBLIC INTEGRITY

Governance is changing rapidly, and

change brings compelling ethical challenges.

Public Integrity, as the touchstone journal of

commentary and research on ethics and leadership for

the public service, is sponsored by the American Society

for Public Administration, International City/County

Management Association, and The Council of State

Governments. Supported by a distinguished editorial

board of practitioners and scholars, it publishes original,

peer-reviewed articles, case studies, field reports, essays,

and exemplar profiles on the broad spectrum of ethical

concerns in local, state, national and international

affairs. Published by Westview Press, each issue offers

insights into the ethical dimensions in the functional

areas of public service as well as its substantive fields.

V O L . 1 , N O . 3
F E A T U R I N G

SUMMER 1 9 9 9

c"SSV,

All the World's a Stage:
A Theatrical Bridge Between Theory and Ethical Practice

RALPH S. BROWER

A Review and Assessment of Empirical
Research on Public Administration Ethics
DONALD C. MENZEL

wi th KATHLEEN J. CARSON

Public Ethics and the New Managerialism
H . G E O R G E F R E D E R I C K S O N

Compliance, Ethics, and Managed Care:
Why the Current Approach Is Destined to Fail

FRANK J. NAVRAN

Corruption in Africa:
A Crisis in Ethical Leadership

K E M P E R O N A L D H O P E S R .

Public Integrity
QUARTERLY. ISSN 1099-9922.

Yearly subscription rates:
$120 institutional
$70 individual
$25 student
$150 foreign
$30 single back issue

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR POLITICAL METHODOLOGY
AND THE POLITICAL METHODOLOGY SECTION OF THE APSA

OLITICALANALYSIS

W
estview Press is pleased to be publishing
the new quarterly journal Political
Analysis. The first volume of the

quarterly Political Analysis (due summer 1999) will
tnark the 25th anniversary of Political Analysis and
fts predecessor, Political Methodology.

Look fo r the I n a u g u r a l Issue of Political Analysis
at APSA th is summer !

EDITORIAL BOARD

I

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Nathaniel L. Beck
University ol California, San Diego

John Aldrich
Duke University

Michael Alvarez
California Institute of Jecnnology
Larry Battels
Princeton University

Jonathan Bendor
Stanford University

Joerg Blosius
lentrolarchiv fuer Empirische
Soziohischung Universitaet

Janet Box-Steffensmeier
Ohio Stole University

Henry Brady
University ol California, Berkeley

Hanty Burns

University of Michigan

David Collier
University ol California.Berkeley

5ary Cox
University ol California, San Oiego

fim Feddersen
Northwestern University

Stanley Feldmon
SUHYol Stony Brook

iarbara Geddes
University of Colifomia, Los Angeles

Elisabeth Gerber
University ol Colifomia, San Oiego

lotques Hagenaors
University otfilburg

Political Analysis
Quarterly. ISSN 1047-1987.
Yearly subscription rates:

$120 institutional

$70 individual

$25 student

$150 foreign

$30 single back issue

Wolfgang Jagodzinski
Central Archive lor Empirical Research
Koeln, Germany
Gary King
Harvard university
John Londergon
University ol California, los Angeles

Arthur lupia
University ol California, Son Oiego

Alan McCtitcheon
University of Hebrosh, Lincoln
r I; ll:l|
LOlin mills

london School ol Economics
Rebecca Morton

University of Iowa

Jonathan Nagler
Harvard University

Lawrence Rothenberg
University of Rochester
W.llem Saris
University of Amsterdam

Alastair Smith

Yale University

Paul Snidermon
Stonford University

lames Slimson

University ol Horth Carolina, Chapel Hill

Mori Swyngedouvs
University a teuven and Catholic
University al Brussels, Belgium

Eric Tanenbum
Univeisiry ol Essex

Soren Risbjerg Thomsen
Aarhus University

John Williams
Indiana University

APSA Society for Political Methodology members:
subscription included with membership.

W E S T V I E W P R E S S 5500 Central Ave. • Boulder, CO 80301 • Tel: (303) 444-3541
Fax: (303) 449-3356 • Orders only: 1-800-386-5656 • web: www.westviewpress.com
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Liberalism and Empire
A Study in Nineteenth-Century
British Liberal Thought
UDAY SINGH MEHTA

"Mehta's achievement is first to demon-
strate that there are analytically recon-
structable elements in the grand liberal
tradition that purport to justify colonial
rule, and then to show how exactly these
elements needed to be opposed in order
to construct an alternative liberalism."

Akeel Bilgrami, Johnsonian Professor
of Philosophy at Columbia University
and author of Belief and Meaning
Paper $17.00

Eco-pragmatism
Making Sensible Environmental
Decisions in an Uncertain World
DANIEL A. FARBER

"This is a clear-headed and nuanced guide
for the perplexed through the labyrinth of
environmental policy. Farber cogently
defends the emergent social consensus
favoring environmental values. But at the
same time, he also demonstrates how those
values are consistent with a balanced
weighing of costs and benefits, and shows
how our policies can respond dynamically
to changing needs and new information."

-Carol M. Rose, Yale Law School
Cloth $23.00

h i c a g o
Now in Paperback

Commodity & Propriety
Competing Visions of Property in
American Legal Thought,
1776-1970
GREGORY S. ALEXANDER

"This terrific book usefully integrates a
huge amount of material and contributes
both to property law theory and to the
intellectual history of property law. It is a
major contribution to the field."- -Joseph
W. Singer, Harvard Law School
Paper $25.00

Silencing the Guns
in Haiti
The Promise of Deliberative
Democracy
IRWIN P. ST0TZKY

"Stotzky argues that, in a nation such as
Haiti, which lacks the basic infrastruc-
ture of democracy, a deliberative or par-
ticipatory (rather than pluralistic) model
of democracy is essential, and spells out
Haiti's current problems and initial
steps its government has taken to
address them." —Booklist
Paper $17.00

Hypocrisy and
Integrity
Machiavelli, Rousseau, and the
Ethics of Politics

Speaking Respect,
Respecting Speech
RICHARD L. ABEL

'People are always asking me what
RUTH W. GRANT

"Grant's book is scholarly and exciting in
equal measure. Through careful analysis of
literary and philosophical texts she presents
an interpretation of Rousseau which will
intrigue both scholars of the history of
political thought and modern writers on
political ethics."—Susan Mendus,
History of Political Thought
Paper $16.00

mean when I say that there is no such
thing as free speech and it's a good thing
too. Now I can just tell them to read
Richard Abel's insightful new book and
they will understand." Stanley Fish
Paper $21.00

T h e U n i v e r s i t y Of C h i c a g o PreSS 5801 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, ll_ 60637 www.press.uchicago.edu
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Celebrating Excellence in Publishing since 1949
i Post Road West • P.O. Box 5007 • Westport, CT 06881-5007

War Scare
Russia and America
on the Nuclear Brink
By Peter Vincent Pry
"A cogent and informed assessment of how close
the West came to nuclear war with the Soviet
Union in the 1980s, and how, contrary to general
belief the danger persists. . . . [Pry's] insight into
the minds of the Russian General Staff and his
concerns about Western misunderstanding of it
are important and salutary." Kirkus Reviews
PraegerTrade • 1999 • 344 pages • 0-275-96643-7 • $25.95

Power of a Third Kind
The Western Attempt
to Colonize the Global Village
By Hisham M. Nazer
"Power of a Third Kind is at once a thoughtful,
thought-provoking, and at times controversial
analysis of the pervasive impact of our Western-
dominated electronic age on the rest of the world.
Author Hisham Nazer places a timely, provoca-
tive wake-up call to non-Western elites to become
more pro-active before their cultures are "colo-
nized". . . and in the process offers all of us—
regardless of nationality—much-needed food for
thought." Walter L. Cutler

Former American Ambassador to
Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Zaire

Praeger Trade • 1999 • 192 pages • 0-275-96489-2 • $23.95

Toward Genuine
Global Governance
Critical Reactions to
"Our Global Neighborhood"
Edited by Errol E. Harris
and James A. Yunker
Nine well-known authors associated with the
world federalist movement critique the 1995
Report of the Commission on Global Governance.
1999 • 224 pages • 0-275-96417-5 • $59.95

Request a copy of the 1999 PRAEGER
catalog online at www.praeger.com. or

email catalogs@greenwood.com,
or call 1-800-225-5800.

Postimperialism
and World Politics
Edited by David G. Becker
and Richard L. Sklar
Foreword by Gerard Chaliand

Tests the theory of postimperialism, an original
interpretation of the relationship between politi-
cal and economic power in world politics.
1999 • 408 pages • 0-275-96613-5 • $69.50

From Cold War to Chaos?
Rwiving Humane Development—or
Remaking Market Man
By James Ditloway
A challenging, science-based book reviews
today's global situation as well as our long evolu-
tion to humanness.
1999 • 200 pages • 0-275-96474-4 • $55.00

The Gendering of
American Politics
Founding Mothers, Founding Fathers,
and Political Patriarchy
By Mark E. Kann
Shows how the subordination of women and men
who failed to measure up to the dominant stan-
dards of manhood were crucial to the politics of
the new republic.
Paperback • 1999 • 216 pages • 0-275-96112-5 • $19.95

A hardcover edition is available: 0-275-96111-7- $55.00

Co-creating a Public Philosophy
for Future Generations
Edited by Tae-Chang Kim
and James A. Dator
The experience of a score of futurists and politi-
cians from a dozen different countries shows how
governments can learn how to balance the needs
of the present with those of future generations.
Paperback • 1999 • 304 pages • 0-275-96717-4 • $24.95
A hardcover edition is available: 0-275-96716-6 • $65.00

International Maoism
in the Developing World
By Robert J. Alexander
Examines the establishment and evolution of
Maoist Communist Parties in the developing
world outside China.
1999 • 352 pages • 0-275-96149-4 • $69.50

Talking with the Enemy
Negotiation and Threat Perception in
South Africa and Israel/Palestine
By Daniel Lieberfeld
Compares the processes that led to the break-
through agreements in South Africa in 1990 and in
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in 1993, and ana-
lyzes post-agreement developments in each case.
1999 • 0-275-96555-4 • $55.00

Iran and the United States
The Rise of the West Asian
Regional Grouping
By Hooman Peimani
Argues that Iran and America have compatible
interests in West Asia.
1999 • 160 pages • 0-275-96454-X • $59.95

Economic Sanctions as
Instruments of
American Foreign Policy
By Zachary Selden
Examines how economic sanctions can and can-
not be used as effective tools of American foreign
policy.
1999 • 160 pages • 0-275-96387-X • $49.95

Lockerbie
The Story and the Lessons
By Rodney Wallis
The story of the Lockerbie tragedy of Pan Am
Flight 103 from the build-up of the terrorist threat
in the summer 1988 to the indictment of Libyan
agents for their part in the bombing.
1999 • 192 pages • 0-275-96493-0 • $55.00

Fiftieth Anniversary
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New from C o l u m b i a

8ni« Cromn

y a i t e s

Community Under
Anarchy
Transnational Identity and the
Evolution of Cooperation
Bruce Cronin

"A thoughtful and imaginative
attempt to explain why states coop-
erate on security matters in ways
other than through alliances."
—Joseph Lepgold, Georgetown
University
270 pages • $49.50 cloth • $18.50 paper

Revolutions, Nations,
Empires
Conceptual Limits and Theoretical
Possibilities
Alexander J. Motyl

"Demonstrates a theoretical agility
matched by few others in the aca-
demic world." —Michael Kennedy,
University of Michigan
224 pages • line; text art • $45.00 cloth •
$18.50 paper

Ethnic Americans
A History of Immigration
Fourth Edition
Leornard Dinnerstein
and David Reimers

"This fine study of American immi-
gration by two of the top scholars in
the field is, far and away, the best
brief account of the topic we
have."—Roger Daniels, University of
Cincinatti
330 pages • $45.00 cloth • $16.50 paper

The Dragon in the Land
of Snows
A History of Modern Tibet Since 1947
Tsering Shakya

"This is an exceptional study on the
political history of modern T ibet . . .
draws on rare historical documents
that had remained inaccessible to
earlier authors." —Samten Karmay,
International Association for Tibetan
Studies
606 pages • 17 photos; 9 maps • $29.95 cloth

State Interests and
Public Spheres
The International Politics of Jordan's
Identity
Marc Lynch

"At once theoretically challenging
and historically rich."—Michael
Barnett, University of Wisconsin,
Madison

> $50.00 cloth • $17.50 paper

The Columbia Guide to
Modern Japanese History
Gary D. Allinson

This one-volume guide features easy-
to-use narrative sections, a topical com-
pendium, resource guide, and more.
320 pages • 2 maps • $45.00 cloth

Power, Conflict, and Democracy:
American Politics into the 21st Century

The Presidency and the
Politics of Racial
Inequality
Nation-Keeping from 1831 to 1965
Russell L. Riley

"Vividly illuminates profound inhibi-
tions on the American Presidency as
an instrument of social change."
—Richard E. Neustadt, Harvard University
400 pages • $49,50 cloth • $22.50 paper

Voices and Echoes for
the Environment
Public Interest Representation in the
1990s and Beyond
Ronald G. Shaiko

"An important new contribution to
the study of interest groups and
green politics in America." —Russell
J. Dalton, University of California, Irvine
288 pages • $49.50 cloth • $21.00 paper

The New American
Interventionism
Lessons From Successes and Failures
Essays from Political Science Quarterly
Edited by Demetrios James
Caraley

"A must read for all NATO leaders
and anybody else interested in
American foreign policy."—Richard
Ned Lebow, Ohio State University
320 pages • $22.50 paper

New in Paperback

Israel and the Bomb
Avner Cohen

"This important volume deserves the
attention of Middle East scholars and
students of foreign policy, nuclear
proliferation, and Israeli politics."
—Choice

470 pages • $17.95 paper

Inside Terrorism
Bruce Hoffman

"A valuable work . . . . Falls into the
category of 'must read,' at least for
anyone who wants to understand
how we can respond to international
acts of terror."—Raymond Bonner,
New York Times Book Review
278 pages • $16.95 paper

Unwelcome Strangers
American Identity and the Turn
Against Immigration
David M. Reimers

"A definitive history of our latest
anti-immigrant movement."
—Peter Kwong, Hunter College
218 pages • $17.50 paper

Columbia International Affairs Online

Policy Briefs • Working Papers • Conference Proceedings •
Maps • Customized Web Search • Books • Journal Abstracts

"A unique, valuable and user-friendly resource at a reasonable cost."

• —-Beth Slbtey, Polical Science Selector, University of California, Berkeley

Log on for a FREE Trial
www.ciaonet.org (or ask your librarian)

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
columbia.edu/cu/cup 800-944-8648
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Robert M. Hayden
Blueprints for a House Divided
The Constitutional Logic of the Yugoslav Conflicts

Combining cultural and constitutional study, Hayden examines
the origins of the conflict in Bosnia and the international
diplomatic attempts to resolve it. In an epilogue, he discusses
the crisis in Kosovo.

cloth $39.50

Eric Stein
Thoughts from a Bridge
A Retrospective of Writings on New Europe and
American Federalism
With a Preface by Joseph H. H.Weiler

Viewing European integration both from the perspective of
American experience with federalism and personal experience
of a Europe torn apart by war. Stein offers a unique understand-
ing of the forces propelling and restraining European union.

doth $59.50

Maria de los Angeles Torres
In the Land of Mirrors
Cuban Exile Politics in the United States

Reflects on changes in the politics of the Cuban exile community
in the forty years since the Cuban revolution.

doth $42.50

Jacob Shair and Michal Shamir
The Anatomy of Public Opinion
Employing a case study of Israeli opinion on issues of peace and
terrorism during the Intifada, the authors explore how the facets
of public opinion respond to the variability in information
technology.

doth $52.50

Marybeth Peterson Ulrich
Democratizing Communist Militaries
The Cases of the Czech and Russian Armed Forces

An exploration of the attitudes of military leaders of the Czech
Republic and Russia toward new their democratic governments.

doth $49.50

Credit card buyers may order by phone
(734-764-4392) or by fax (800-876-1922).

Grzgorz Ekiert and Jan Kubik
Rebellious Civil Society
Popular Protest and Democratic Consolidation
in Poland, 1989-1993

The first comprehensive study of the politics of protest in
postcommunist Central Europe, this book shows the effect of
organized protest on Poland's democratic consolidation.

doth $54.50

John S. Brady, Beverly Crawford, and Sarah Elise Wiliarty
The Postwar Transformation of
Germany
Democracy, Prosperity, and Nationhood

Takes stock of political, social, and economic changes in the fifty
years since the formation of the Federal Republic of Germany.

doth $69.50
paper $29.95

Ronald J.Vogel
Medicare
Issues in Political Economy

Offers a political and economic strategy and blueprint for the
structural reform of Medicare.

doth $49.50

Susan Bibler Coutin
Salvadoran Immigrants' Struggle for
U.S. Residency
Analyzing Salvadoran immigrants' two decades-long struggle for
legal permanent residency in the United States, this new work
sheds light on the meanings of borders, the politics of citizenship,
and the criteria that have been used to define "Americanness."

doth $39.50

Daphne Berdahl, Matti Bunzl, and Martha Lampland
Altering States
Ethnographies ofTransition in Eastern Europe
and the Former Soviet Union

Analyzes the social and cultural aspects of transition through an
examination of events in Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Austria, Hungary, Romania, Armenia, and Russia.

doth $49.50
paper $22.95

MICHIGAN
www.press.umich.edu

The University of Michigan Press
Dept. PR

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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o
The Morning
Breaks
The Trial of Angela Davis

Second Edition

BKTT1NA APTHEKKR

"This book, written so beauti-
fully, is on the face of it,
Bettina Aptheker's story of the
movement to free Angela
Davis. That is the fact. The
truth is deeper.. . . it is [thisj
truth that brought millions of
people together to set Angela
Davis free."—Maya Angelou

"The second edition of The
Morning Breaks provides
valuable, new material indis-
pensable to a thoughtful
understanding of the ordeal,
the trial, and the acquittal."
—June |ordan. University of
California at Berkeley

"Enlightening and fascinat-
ing."—Adrienne Rich. 13
photos. $ 16.95 paper

AT BOOKSTORES,
OR CALL (607) 277-2211

Race, Money,
and the American
Welfare State
MICHAEL K. BROWN

In his history of America's "safety
net," Michael K. Brown explains
how the forces of fiscal conserva-
tism and racism combined to
shape a welfare state in which
blacks are disproportionately
excluded from main-stream pro-
grams. "A powerful argument."
—Kevin Boyle, author of The UAW
and the Heyday of American Liberal-
ism. 1 7 tables, 9 charts/graphs
$55.00 cloth, $22.50 paper

Money Unmade
Barter and the Fate
of Russian Capitalism
DAVID M. WOODRUFF

"In this important work . . .
Woodruff argues that efforts to
refound the Russian state on a
money- and market-driven politi-
cal economy are far from a done
deal."—Library Journal

"The best book yet written on the
political roots of Russia's economic
problems."—Thane Gustafson,
Georgetown University. 6 draw-
ings, 5 tables. $29.95

CORNELL STUDIES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY

a series edited by Peter j . Katzenstein

The Hidden Hand
of American
Hegemony
Petrodollar Recycling and
International Markets
DAVID E. SPIRO

"David Spiro delivers a knockout
punch to those who assert that
the recycling of petrodollars was
market driven. Instead, he dem-
onstrates the essential role of
American power in that process
and, by extension, in the opera-
tion and design of the interna-
tional financial system. All future
discussions of 'globalization' will
have to take account of Spiro's
work."—Ethan B. Kapstein,
University of Minnesota. 4 tables,
10 drawings. $29.95

The
Developmental
State
EDITED BY MEREDITH
WOO-CUMINGS

A team of distinguished scholars
here assess the continuing utility
of Japan's developmental state
and establish a common vocabu-
lary for debates. Drawing on new
political and economic theories
and emphasizing recent events,
the authors examine the
East Asian experience to show
how the developmental state
involves a combination of politi-
cal, bureaucratic, and moneyed
influences that shape economic
life in the region. 2 tables
$49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper

Unarmed Forces
The Transnational Movement
to End the Cold War

MATTHEW
EVANGELISTA

"Matthew Evangelista demon-
strates in his well-supported and
well-articulated argument that
transnational relations played an
important role in contributing to
the demise of the Soviet threat in
American thinking and to the end
of the Cold War."—Raymond L.
Garthoff, Brookings Institution
3 tables, 14 photos. $39.95

Negotiating the
Constitution
The Earliest Debates
over Original Intent
JOSEPH M. LYNCH

"[A] carefully crafted, thoroughly
researched, engagingly skeptical,
and at times quite pugnacious
account of what happened to the
Constitution in the period be-
tween its adoption and the
inauguration of Thomas Jefferson
in 1801. Lynch convincingly
demonstrates that relatively little
confidence can be placed in the
post-1789 views and actions of
the Constitution's framers as
guides to the meaning of that
document."—Herbert Sloan,
Barnard College, Columbia
University. $42.50

Authoritarianism
in Syria
Institutions and
Social Conflict, 1946-1970

STEVEN
HEYDEMANN

"[A]n outstanding and richly
rewarding study of reciprocally
constitutive relations between
politics and social forces in Syria.
. . . [Heydemann] offers students
of comparative political develop-
ment an unprecedentedly con-
vincing model of both the
emergence and operation of
populist authoritarianism."—Ian
S. Lustick, University of Pennsylva-
nia. 15 tables. $39.95

CORNELL STUDIES IN

SECURITY AFFAIRS

a series edited by
Robert). Art, Robert jervh,

and Stephen M, Walt

Report to JFK
The Skybolt Crisis
in Perspective

RICHARD E. NEUSTADT

In 1963, President Kennedy asked
Richard E. Neustadt to investigate
a troubling episode in U.S.—British
relations. The report, classified for
thirty years, is reproduced here,
along with JFK's comments and
new information from recently
declassified British files. "A bril-
liant analysis."—Arthur M.
Schlesinger, Jr. $25.00

Mortal Friends,
Best Enemies
German-Russian Cooperation
after the Cold War
CELESTE A. WALLANDER

"Celeste Wallander tackles one of
the central theoretical issues in
international relations scholarship
in the context of one of the most
important inter-state strategic
relationships in world politics
today. . . . Mortal Friends, Best
Enemies is a study to which many
disparate research and policy
communities will have to pay
heed."—William C. Wohlforth,
author of The Elusive Balance:
Power and Perceptions during the
Cold War. 2 tables, 1 map,
3 drawings. $49.95 cloth,
$19.95 paper

Causes of War
Power and the Roots of Conflict

STEPHEN VAN EVERA

"Stephen Van Evera's eagerly
anticipated book is rich in theory
and thoroughly anchored in
history. It is indispensable reading
for anyone interested in under-
standing the wars of the past and
preventing those of the future."
—Jack S. Levy, Rutgers University

"This book is a cutting-edge work
of theory and a fine text for
classroom use."—William Rose,
Connecticut College. 4 tables,
4 charts/graphs. $35.00

C O R N E L L U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S W W W . C O R N E L L P R E S S . C O R N E L L . E D U
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The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin
Now Available from the University of Missouri Press

Volume 1: On the Form of
the American Mind
Edited by Jiirgen Gebhardt
and Barry Cooper
336 pages, $34.95

Volume 2: Race and State
Edited by Klaus Vondung
256 pages, $34.95

Volume 3: The History of
the Race Idea: From Ray
to Cams
Edited by Klaus Vondung
216 pages, $29.95

Volume 4: The Authoritarian
State: An Essay on the Prob-
lem of the Austrian State
Edited by Gilbert Weiss
408 pages, $39.95

Volume 5: Modernity without
Restraint: Political Religions;
The New Science of Politics;
and Science, Politics and
Gnosticism
Edited by Manfred Henningsen
328 pages, $34.95

Volume 12: Published
Essays, 1966-1985
Edited by Ellis Sandoz
440 pages, $42.50

Volume 16: Order and History,
Volume III, Plato and Aristotle
Edited by Dante Germino
440 pages, $39.95

Volume 18: Order and History,
Volume V, In Search of Order
Edited by Paul Caringella
168 pages, $24.95

Volume 19: History of
Political Ideas, Volume I,
Hellenism, Rome, and
Early Christianity
Edited by Athanasios Moulakis
296 pages, $34.95

Volume 20: History of
Political Ideas, Volume II,
The Middle Ages to Aquinas
Edited by Peter von Sivers
264 pages, $34.95

Volume 21: History of
Political Ideas, Volume III,
The Later Middle Ages
Edited by David Walsh
296 pages, $34.95

Volume 22: History of
Political Ideas, Volume IV,
Renaissance and
Reformation
Edited by David L. Morse and
William M. Thompson
320 pages, $34.95

Volume 23: History of
Political Ideas, Volume V,
Religion and the Rise
of Modernity
Edited by James L. Wiser
280 pages, $34.95

Volume 24: History of
Political Ideas, Volume VI,
Revolution and the New
Science
Edited by Barry Cooper
248 pages, $34.95

Volume 25: History of
Political Ideas, Volume VII,
The New Order and Last
Orientation
Edited by Jiirgen Gebhardt
and Thomas A. Hollweck
336 pages, $37.50

Volume 26: History of
Political Ideas, Volume VIII,
Crisis and the Apocalypse
of Man
Edited by David Walsh
496 pages, $42.50

Volume 27: Nature of the Law
and Related Legal Writings
Edited by Robert Anthony
Pascal, James Lee Babin, and
John William Corrington
144 pages, $24.95

Volume 28: What Is History?
And Other Late Unpublished
Writings
Edited by Thomas A.
Hollweck and Paul Caringella
296 pages, $34.95

Volume 31: Hitler and the
Germans
Edited by Detlev Clemens
and Brendan Purcell
296 pages, $34.95

Other Books by Eric Voegelin
Order and History, Volume I

Israel and Revelation
560 pages, $39.95

Order and History, Volume IV
The Ecumenic Age
360 pages, $34.95

Anamnesis
Translated and Edited by
Gerhart Niemeyer
240 pages, $15.95 paper

Autobiographical Reflections
Edited by Ellis Sandoz
144 pages, $10.95 paper

Also of Interest
Eric Voegelin and the

Foundations of Modern
Political Science
Barry Cooper
488 pages, $44.95

The Politics of Truth and
Other Untimely Essays:
The Crisis of Civic
Consciousness
Ellis Sandoz

l.cMonc Boulevard C'o

www. system, missoun.ccl
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INDIA AGAINST ITSELF
Assam and the Politics
of Nationality
SANJIB BARUAH
"This brilliant book, meticulously researched
in the history of subnationalisms and cultural
politics in northeast India, is the best critique of
general theories of agonistic democracy that I
have encountered."—Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak

248 pp. Cloth $36.50

UNRAVELING SOMALIA
Race, Violence,
and the Legacy of Slavery
CATHERINE BESTEMAN
Unraveling Somalia offers a new explanation
of the collapse of the Somali state, challenging
the commonly held view that the disintegration
came as a result of ancestral hatreds and
"tribal" warfare.

296 pp. 11 illus.
Cloth $42.50 Paper $19.95

RITES OF POWER
Symbolism, Ritual, and Politics
Since the Middle Ages
EDITED BY SEAN WILENTZ
Rites of Power provides a sweeping overview of
the symbolism of power from tenth-century
France to modern Britain. Approaching their
topic from an eclectic range of intellectual
traditions, the authors turn the study of politics,
social relations, and cultural creation into a
single endeavor.

360 pp. 30 illus. Paper $19.95

THE UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Origins, Drafting, and Intent
JOHANNES MORSINK
"The definitive work on the drafting of the
twentieth century's most important human
rights document."—Philip Alston, European
University Institute

Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
400 pp. Cloth $49.95

CHINA,
THE UNITED NATIONS,
AND HUMAN RIGHTS
The Limits of Compliance
ANN KENT
"Kent combines primary and secondary
research into a detailed case study that tells us
important things about both China's relations
with the external world and the strengths
and limits of contemporary multilateral
human rights institutions."—Jack Donnelly,
University of Denver

Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
336 pp. Cloth $45.00 Paper $22.50

THE EVOLUTION
OF INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS
Visions Seen
PAUL GORDON LAUREN
"A book of broad scope and depth covering
centuries of historical development, tied
together by themes of . . . universalism, the
struggle against racism and sexism, and the
popular and nonelitist basis of human rights.
. . . Lauren's commanding scholarship and at
many points his original research establish
the seriousness and credibility of his treat-
ment of the origins of modern human
rights."—Richard Pierre Claude, Human
Rights Quarterly

Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
396 15 illus. Cloth $49.95 Paper $29.95

at bookstores or call 1-800-445-9880 www.upenn.edu/pennpress

U N I V E R S I T Y O F P E N N S Y L V A

P R E S S
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STATE TRESS
A Catholic New Deal

A Catholic New Deal
Religion and Reform in Depression
Pittsburgh
KENNETH ). HEINEMAN

The first "labor history" of the Depression
era that seriously examines the role of reli-
gious belief in the formation of the CIO.

"This book, with its provocative thesis,
contributes significantly to our under-
standing of some important issues in
American history. Drawing upon consid-
erable new archival research, Heineman
forces us to confront the religious roots of
the American labor movement."

—Harvey Klehr, Emory University

296 pages $22.50 paper

Understandings of
Russian Foreign
Policy
EDITED BY TED HOPF

"This collection of essays, with their di-
verse national perspectives and innovative
theoretical approaches, challenges the
boundaries of existing scholarship on Rus-
sian foreign policy. The authors make a
significant contribution both to the theory
of international relations and to current
understandings of Russian foreign policy."

—James Richter, Bates College

The contributors are Eunsook Chung,
Henrikki Heikka, Ted Hopf, Andrea
Lopez, Hiroshi Kimura, Sergei Medvedev,
and Christer Pursiainen.

320 pages $19.95 paper

Race in
Contemporary Brazil
From Indifference to Inequality
EDITED BY REBECCA REICHMANN

"From Indifference to Inequality brings Brazil-
ian voices to the international debate over ra-
cial equality and difference. The authors ex-
amine the unique construction and function
of race in Brazil offering an up-to-date,
clearly written social study of Brazilian race
relations. The data and interpretations
should be of interest not only to Brazilianists
but also to all scholars who are interested in
the social, economic, political and cultural
patterns of race relations."

—Peggy A. Lovell, University of Pittsburgh

360 pages $19.95 paper

Democracy at the
Point of Bayonets
MARK PECENY

"Peceny's thorough and insightful analysis of
US interventions provides important evi-
dence regarding the impact of interventions
on the likelihood of success of political
transitions to democracy."

—James Lee Ray, Vanderbilt University

"Peceny offers us a well-researched, insight-
ful, and systematic analysis of the curiously
mixed motives behind U.S. military inter-
ventions in Latin America. Security concerns
have been foremost, but liberal ideals have
also been crucial in legitimating interven-
tions and in shaping whatever good some-
times came out of them."

—Yale H. Ferguson, Rutgers University

216 pages $18.95 paper

1

The Culture of
Power in Serbia
Nationalism and the Destruction of
Alternatives
ERIC D. CORDY

"Professor Gordy's book may be the most
insightful work yet published on contem-
porary Serbian politics and culture. It is
must reading for anyone wishing to better
understand the nature of the Milosevic re-
gime and its sources of support."

—Paul Shoup, University of Virginia

In The Culture of Power in Serbia, Eric
Gordy explores how the Milosevic govern-
ment prolongs its tenure despite failures
and setbacks that would have brought
down most other regimes.

256 pages 9 illustrations $17.95 paper
Post-Communist Cultural Studies

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
University Support Bldg. 1, Suite C

University Park, PA 16802-1003
Orders: 800-326-9180

Toll free fax; 877-PSU-BOOK
http://www.psu.edu/psupress
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International Studies from Rowman & Littlefield

New Millennium Books in International Studies Deborah j . Gerner, series Editor

Negotiating a Complex World
An Introduction to International Negotiation

By Brigid Starkey, Mark A. Boyer,
and Jonathan Wilkenfeld

Military-Civilian Interactions
Intervening in Humanitarian Crises

By Thomas G. Weiss
Foreword by Brian Urquhart

ISBN 0-8476-9045-8
ISBN 0-8476-9044-X

$16.95 paper
$55.00 cloth

ISBN 0-8476-8746-5
ISBN 0-8476-8745-7

$18.95 paper
$55.00 cloth

Elite Transformations
John Higley, scries Editir

Elites after State Socialism
Theories and Analysis

Edited by John Higley and Gyorgy Lengyel
ISBN 0-8476-9897-1 $23.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9896-3 $64.00 cloth

The New International Relations of Europe
BenaWH. Linden, srit i EIBW

Baltic Miracle
Complexity Theory and European Security

By Walter C. Clemens, Jr.
2000 • 208 pages

ISBN 0-8476-9859-9 $20.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9858-0 $59.00 cloth

Governance in Eurnpe
Gary Marks, series Editor

Regional Integration
and Democracy

Expanding on the
European Experience

Edited by Jeffrey J. Anderson
ISBN 0-8476-9025-3
ISBN 0-8476-9024-5

$24.95 paper
$67.00 cloth

New Political
Economy of EMU

Edited by Jeffry Frieden,
Daniel Gros, and Erik Jones
ISBN 0-8476-9019-9 $24.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9018-0 $65.00 cloth

How to Democratize the
European Union

By Philippe C. Schmitter
ISBN 0-8476-9905-6 $ 19.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9904-8 $59.00 cloth

Carnegie Commission an
Preventing Deadly Conflict Series

Opportunities Missed,
Opportunities Seized
Preventive Diplomacy in the
Post-Cold War World
Edited by Bruce W. Jentleson
Foreword by Lee H. Hamilton
ISBN 0-8476-8559-4 $29.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-8558-6 $75.00 cloth

Ambivalence of the Sacred
Religion, Violence,
and Reconciliation
By R. Scott Appleby
Foreword by
Theodore M. Hesburgh
ISBN 0-8476-8555-1 $22.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-8554-3 $65.00 cloth

Light Weapons and
Civil Conflict
Controlling the Tools of Violence
Edited by Jeffrey Boutwell and
Michael T. Klare
ISBN 0-8476-9485-2 $22.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9484-4 $65.00 cloth

4 7 2 O B O S T O N W A V • 1 A N H A M , M D 2 O 7 O 6 • T O O R D E R C A L L 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 6 2 - 6 4 2 0
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NEW FROM SIMON & SCHUSTER
THE GREAT DISRUPTION
Human Nature and the Reconstitution of Social Order
FRANCIS FUKUYAMA

"[Francis Fukuyama] asks large questions; he generates coherent
answers; and he changes the agenda of public debate. We are still
talking about the End of History. I imagine we will be talking about
the Great Disruption for quite a long time as well."

—ALAN EHRENHALT, The Wall Street Journal

"Fukuyama innovatively mines the natural and social sciences to
explore core issues facing the industrial way of life and its families
under siege." —LIONEL TIGER, Rutgers University

"The Great Disruption tackles social and moral development on the
same grand scale as [Fukuyama's] earlier work."

—ANTHONY GOTTLIEB, The New York Times Book Review

1999 • ISBN: 0-684-84530-X • $26.00 • Published by The Free Press

AMERICA IN BLACK AND WHITE
One Nation, Indivisible

STEPHAN THERNSTROM AND ABIGAIL THERNSTROM

"May be the most far-ranging, information-rich analysis of our seismic racial shifts...
a definitive reckoning with our recent racial record, not a recycling of half-truths."

—JIM SLEEPER, The Wall Street Journal

"Promises to become the standard reference book on contemporary race relations."
—LINDA CHAVEZ, Chicago Tribune

"Learned, sophisticated, filled with impressive charts and statistics,
announcedly anti-racist, it provides an encyclopedic rationale for being

all at once optimistic and inactive about racial divisions."
—MARTIN DUBERMAN, LOS Angeles Times Book Review

1999 » ISBN: 0-684-84497-4 • $18.00 paperback * Published by Touchstone

ANDWHITE

IONE NATION, INDIVISIBLE \

STORM TKBSTWII t w u u TKMSTMM I

Sl.ar-Spanj»le«l

STAR-SPANGLED MEN
America's Ten Worst Presidents
NATHAN MILLER

Picking America's best presidents is easy. Washington, Lincoln, and FDR usually
lead the list. But choosing the nation's worst presidents requires more thought.
Respected presidential biographer Nathan Miller puts on display those leaders who
were abject failures as chief executive.

"An amusing and instructive book...what stands out are his anecdotes,
most of them humorous or just plain bizarre."

—The Washington Post Book World
1999 * ISBN: 0-684-85206-3 • $13.00 paperback • Published by Touchstone

Available wherever books are sold.
For credit card orders,

call toll-free 1-8OO-323-7445.

• ^ S SIMON & SCHUSTER
A V I A C O M C O M P A N Y

w w w . S i m o n S a y s . c o m
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F « » M

YALTA
BERLIN

WR.
SMYSER

fig-* ggn i

NEW IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

FROM S T MARTIN'S PRESS

VIOLENCE AND
ITS ALTERNATIVES
An Interdisciplinary Reader
Edited by Manfred B. Steger
and Nancy S. Lind
Essays from the most influential writers in
the fields of politics, psychology, sociology,
gender studies, and race studies.
1999 / 624 pp. 0-312-22151-7 $25.00 pb.

FROM YALTA TO BERLIN
The Cold War Struggle Over Germany
W.R. Smyser
"A sweeping, lucid and scholarly work,
From Yalta to Berlin brings fresh
understanding to how the new Germany
was created and what we can expect
from it."—Henry A. Kissinger
1999/496 pp. 0-312-06605-8 $29.95 cl.

THE RUSSIAN
TRANSFORMATION
Political, Sociological,
and Psychological Aspects
Edited by Betty Glad and Eric Shiraev
Explains the difficulties in the
transformation from Soviet to Russian
society from a multidisciplinary perspective.
1999/304 pp. 0-312-21566-5 $45.00 cl.

WORLD ORDER FOR
A NEW MILLENNIUM
Political, Cultural and Spiritual
Approaches to Building Peace
Edited by A. Walter Dorn
Explores how humanity should organize
itself on the highest level of governance
—the global level.
1999/288 pp. 0-312-21635-1 $49.95 cl.

International
Negotiation

THE UNDERSTANDING
AND MANAGEMENT OF
GLOBAL VIOLENCE
New Approaches to Theory and Research
on Protracted Conflict
Edited by Harvey Starr
Cuts across levels of analysis to bring new
thinking to the notion of protracted conflict.
1999 / 272 pp. 0-312-21751-X $49.95 cl.

COLD WAR POLITICS IN
POSTWAR GERMANY
David R Patton
"A fascinating account of key foreign policy
developments in Germany."

—Gerard Braunthal,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

1999/226 pp. 0-312-21361-1 $49.95 cl.

Now in Paperback!
ROGUE REGIMES
Terrorism and Proliferation
Raymond Tanter
"Tanter's accounts of the infighting
offer illuminating insights into the
decision-making process."

—The Washington Post
1999/350 pp. 0-312-21786-2 $17.95 pb.

INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION
Actors, Structure/Process, Values
Edited by Peter Berton,
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